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Compassion 498:

·

aiding the· retarded
center's directors, says that he
has le�rned ·that these students
Learning C ompassion 4 9 8 at the center have capabilities
seems to be the best way to which most don't understand.
"It's kind of like a half-way
describe the course experience
by Dave Larson
feature editor

which two students are receiving
· this quarter at the Elm View
Center for the- Retarded.
Anthony "Skip" Mynar, a
social sciences graduate, and
Dennis Mayo, health education,
both agree. that they are receiv
ing a valuable education which
others should find.
"This, without a doubt, has
been the most interesting quar
ter I've spent at Central, bar
none," commented Mynar.
Mynar stated that his function
at the center is to help set up
educational behavioral sequences
in which the retarded person
learns activities to better cope
with the outside world.
"We're trying to prepare those
persons there for the skills
they'll need to get out into
society, like reporting to a job on
time, how to keep their own pay
records, and the pride and
.
CHANGING SITUATION-Dennis Mayo assists a worker in the interest which they must have in
Elmview Center in learning how to make change. The Center tries to a job," he said.
Mayo, who gathers informaemphasize skills that their clients will be able to use on the job and in
tion on community health for the
society. [Photo by Chang P. Jay]
·
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by Phil Smithson
staff writer

Ellensburg will have its own
ski area this winter, due to the
efforts of three enterprising
young men from Central.
The Sun East Ski Area is
located approximately 11 miles
north of Ellensburg in those hills
that beckon bikers on sunny
Sunday afternoons. It will be
ready for the snow after Thanksgiving.
.
The three men responsible for
the ski area are Ned Hamlin, a
Central senior, Gary Rennemo, a
Central graduate of ·accounting
and former ski instructor in
Colorado and Mark Brownton, a
Central chemistry student who is
not attending this quarter.
The idea for the ski area was

EUe�sburgl

•

Despite protest from many

students, early dismissal Wed
nesday, for· Thanksgiving vaca
tion will not happen at Central
this year.
This was decided iast January

by the President's Council at the
urging of a number of depart
ment heads. Early dismissal was
not cancelled, it was never
scheduled.
To attend class or not is the
student's prerogative according
to Dr. Thomas Walterman,
assistant to Central's President
James Brooks. Wednesday is,
however, a full contract day for
. .
all t�achers.

west Ski Instructors Association,
will offer lessons from the
beginner category to acrobatics.
Ever wanted to try a flip on skis?
. Rennemo wants to teach it to
anyone with the guts and bone
thickness to try.
The school will use the new
short ski learning process which
enables beginners to ski parallel
after a few short lessons.

the product of many years of
gazing at the snow.:covered hills
s u r r o u n d i n g E1 l l e n s b u r g ,
according to Hamlin.

He remembered the crowds at
all the Northwest s.ki areas, the
lon-g drives to get there and the
expensive prices. "I. just started
wondering why we ¢ouldn't have
an inexpensive plac� to ski- right
here," he said.
The idea was kfoked
around
.
with Rennemo a{id Brownton at
Goofy's and they decjded to give
it a try.
' . ,· · ·
They were abl e to . lease
approximately 20(}; ·acres of land
from a real estate 'company that
wanted to get rid of the
apparently useless. hills. They
have an option to · le.ase several.
thousand. acres more if the Idea
works. The ski ar'ea initially will
occupy about 50-60: acres.
. '.,

.

·

Council say$ no
early dismissal
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Skiing

'

'

.

Three portable ·lifts will haul
skiers about 1,000 'f�t up the
hills to reach a pea� elevation of
3,250 feet. A large ,snow tractor
will be available to pack the snow
down and to evacuate broken
skiers.
A large dome-shaped warming
lodge, which only can be described as "far out," also will be
there, hopefully offering some
types of refreshments in addition
to welcome heat.
Plenty of· lighting will insure
night skiing at Sun East;

allowing students to get out of
classes, eat dinner, go skiing
until 10 p.m. and still be home
before 11 p.m.
The Sagebrush Ski School,
recognized by the Pacific North'

" ,,,
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.
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Incidentally, they are looking
for certified ski instructors.
Qualified persons should contact
them by writing · to Sun East,
P.O. Box 741, Ellensburg, or by
phoning 962-2260.

·

All three men are extremely
enthusiastic about the venture,
feeling that skiing no lOnger has
to be expensive and crowded.
However, they warn people
not to expect a big-time opera

.tion with chairlifts and all the
: comforts of home. They call Sun
·East "a funky mini-mountain."
" They feel they can substitute
this with a lot of fun, such as
dorm parties, intramural ski
races, and general fooli.ng
around. They are even bringing
up inner tubes!
They realize it is a small
b e g in ni ng , but are ready
expand if the area becomes
·

popular with the students and

the community. There is a
possibility of putting in a chair
lift, a shuttle service for cross

. country skiing, another lodge,
· more lifts and more fun.
According to Rennemo, the
potential is virtually unlimited,
with "thousands of acres waiting
out there to be skied on."

experiencing it might just .burst
a bubble or two."
Mayo stated that the Elm
View students seem to be very
unselfish and have a great
concern for each other.
"There's one girl, Annie, who
really hadn't done too much
socially, so when she was feeling
down because she couldn't dance
all her friends coached her along.
Now she's probably one of the
best there," said Mayo�

house where they learn respon
sibilities like the value of money
and how to count money," he
said.
Mayo explained how one
student, John, knew how to
count, but didn't know the
difference between a quarter and
a nickel or even what a quarter
was.
"I worked with him and
showed him as much as I could
about it. He caught on fast
because he had the interest. It
was a real experience," he said.
, According to Mynar, the
students at Elm View are taught
sanding, stripping and all parts
of furniture refinishing. Also
pottery is taught.
Mynar said that the center
really isn't a school, but a work
activity center.
"The main benefit of an
experience like this is that it is
real, one that you're not going to
learn from books," said Mynar.
"Most students only go to school
to learn about this, but really
_

·

Both Mayo and Mynar agreed
that after working with the
retarded one can't help but learn
compassiori for . others.
"It's kind of a gut-level
feeling that can't really be put
into words, but after helping and

A

Field studies:
special section

begins on pg. 10

seeing 'them improve, it gives
ypu a sense of accomplishment,"
Mayo stated.
Mynar stated that he feels that
he's working for the Elm View
students not with them.
Both Mynar and Mayo were
placed at Elm View through the
office of Cooperative Education
under the direction of Dr. Gerald
Reed. Neither gets paid for: bis
services, yet Mynar is receiving
15 credits and Mayo is getting
five for part-time work.

·.ACLU suit questions
dorm residency rule
by Ed Sasser
staff writer

'
i
A suit challenging the college regulation requ ring· mandatory
dormitory residency may be filed before the end of the . year,
according to Lauren Selden, executive director of the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU) of Washington.
Selden stated that a case involving several persons was
"provisionally accepted" by the ACLU legal committee. He �dded
that while final approval must come from the board of directors
tomorrow, "It's highly unusual for the board of directors to turn down
a recommendation· from the legal comittee."
After the complaint is filed in U.S. District Court in Spokane, the
college has 20 days to respond, Seiden explained. He added that it
w·as difficult to know when to expect a ruling; the amount of time
required would.depend upon the nature of the defense by the college
and whether the judge would expedite the case.
two preceSelden cited
dents, both from federal courts in
Louisiana. One decision struck
down a regulation which re
quired women to live in a
dormitory but not men.
. Th e other was decided by a
three-judge court which upheld a
: mandatory dorm residenc y
requirement. Both of these
decisions were handed down
. before the 18-year-old majority
of the 26th amendment became
an issue.

The "equal protection argu
ment" was sighted by Selden as a
means. of challenging the consti
tutionality of the regulation. He
said that it was unfair to have a
set of rules to govern only part of
··Selden
the student body.
But there's "a broader question involved," he added. "Can a college
deny or condition a person's education based upon where that �rson
.
lives?"
According to Selden, the Lou�siana court ·.contended that the
financial obligations which were "unreasonably or unintelligibly"
incurred in the cost of the dormitories, were not sufficient reasons to
require the regulation.
Selderi added that he expected the cost of the dorms to be "one of
•
the college's major contentions."
He went on to say that "by and large the law is that regulations
imposed }lave to_be relat�d to functions an.d ptirposes Qf instr.uction;
the regulation that people live in dorms has no bearing."
. The suit may be filed without negotiation or discussion with college
administrators.
"I gather they know that some students don't like th'e regulation,"
.Shelden said.
"The_whole area of rights of young people has been a major area of
ACLU concern in the past few years" stated Selden, who added that
. he views the upcoming case as· "a continuation of the union's attack on
unreasonable regulations which attempt to govern the lives of
students."
.....
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Da.le Widner lectures

Funding requests delayed
by Phil Smithson

staff writer

The Monday night meeting of
the ASC Legislature began with
a spending lecture by Joint
Student Fees Accountant Dale
Widner, who explained to the
legislature the complicated
process which gives state money
to the student government and
the equally complicated manner
in which it must be spent.
After all the technical expl
anations were done, he stressed
the fact that when the legislature
give money to an organization,
that
group
automatically
becomes an "arm of the state,"
subject to all state regulations
concerning spending of state
funds.

His final recommendation was
that the legislature delay action
on any future funding request for
one week, so that he could be
consulted about the legality. of
the funding.
Any
club
or ·organization
wondering if they are entitled to
receive ASC money are encour
aged to consult Widner in room
111 of the SUB.
The finished College Council
Consititution is apparently
receiving
criticism
from
Central's Business Affairs Office.
Bruce Dierking, playing the
triple role of interested student,
ASC business manager and one
of the authors of the constitution,
and a representative for the
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Owner must leave.
2 Bedroom house in
excellent condition.
see to believe-o n ly $15,750.00
•
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STOCKDALE-YOUNG-WIGHT, Inc .
221 E. 4th
925-9881
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STEREOTALK

Presenting STEREOCRAFT'S

-

.

Beck a holiday bus stop

Business Affairs Office, spoke of
The Central special bus going non-stop to Seattle will run·
the criticisms.
Wednesday, Nov. 22, for Thanksgiving vacation service.
.
The office feels, according to
The express bus will leave Beck Hall at 2:30 p.m. just as the usual
Dierking, that while· the council
weekend service provided· by Greyhound operates.
is to have enormous responsibi
Tickets will be on sale in the SUB at the information window
lity to oversee the running of the
Wednesday. The fare' is $8.85 for a round trip. ticket and $4.65 for a
college,.it lacks the authority and
one way ticket.
precision to insure efficiency. To
The returning bus will leave the Seattle Greyhound depot at 6:15
further explain, they claim that - p.m. Sunday and return students to Beck Hall.
there will be too much business
Gerry Hover, director of recreation and social activities, is
needing immediate action by
responsible for this added convenience to students. While talking
the council. flowing in to allow with him he spoke of plans being made for bus service to Snoqualmie
adequ�te deliberation by the Pass for skiers beginning winter quarter.
huge body on each matter.
This bus would run Wednesday nights and Saturday mornings. The
They feel it will result in the round trip fare is $5, however, this must be paid in advance in order
slowing down of th� processes to insure enough passengers for the bus to be worthwhile.
which run the college on a daily
basis.
It was decided to delay ·a vote
on the constitution so that
The Office of �uxiliary Services is offering a $300 reward for
recommendations of the Business
information that would lead to the arrest and conviction of persons
Affairs Office could be discussed
responsible for the bomb threats or setting fires that occurred on
and possible changes made.
campus earlier this fall.
The Asian Studies Committee
This reward is still available and will be good for any future fire or
was given $300 to continue with
bomb threats or any other felonious vandalisms that occur on campus.
their film presentations, the first
Dr. Robert Miller, dean of Student Development, said that after
of which was shown Wednesday
three bomb threats and four arson fires, the campus had to take
- ·
night in the SUB. They plan to
�tioo.
of
Any
student
with
information
should
report
it
to
Campus
Security,
showings
have a total of 14
Miller's office, or one of the of.fices offering professional confidence.
films from now until June. The
Miller's office staff reports other incidents since th
. e reward was
money will be used for publicity,
posted.
films, a projector and operating
"We hope to apprehend the students who are endangering other
costs (student help).
students and harassing them but at the· very least, we want the
The funds will be transferred
incidents to stop," said Miller.
to Gerry Rover's Social Activit
ies budget, and purchases made
through his office, thus compl
ying with state law.
Information is now available on mountain pass conditions through
The chances fook good for the
the local telephone service.
Chess Club to get needed equip
The Ellensburg information number is 925-6151 and the Yakima
ment for handling the apparent
Sno-line is CH8-6982.
rise in student interest in chess.
The recorded messages are updated routinely four times a day by
A request was made by Kipy
the State Highway Department and emergency conditions are added
Posyer for $280 to buy chess as soon as the information is available.
sets and clocks, chess boo.ks, and
The Sno-Line service will be in operation 24 hours a day, seven
a visit by International Master days a week; according to the Washington State Highway
Duncan Suttles (Poyser stated, Department.
"Yes, he's played Fischer.")

Reward offered

Sno-Lines operating

While the legislaty.re felt that
the money should be released,
the state law problem again·
blocked any direct funding.
The legislature recommended
that the Finance Committee look
into the request for ways to buy
the equipment, possibly through
a transfer of funds into the SUB
Games Room. It was mentioned
that the guest appearance could
be
handled
through
ASC
Executive Vice President Dan
O'Leary's office.

�

Th re are still a few bargains left in this ol' world witness this week's system. It features the dazzling
Pioneer SX424 AM-FM stereo receiver, delivering a
solid 12 watts per channel RMS. (That's comparable to
over 500 watts by the meaningless "peak music power"
rating!) The speakers are Scott S-17's, top rated by a
leading consumer magazine. The turntable? None
other than the famous Garrard SL55B, whose synchro
lab motor guarantees constant record speed d spite
line voltage variations. Completing the ep.semble is the
accurate-sounding, light-tracking Shure M93E car-

�

•

�·h tridge.
·
.
STOP IN FOR A LISTEN. This system would be a
"'>P bargain at its list price of $406. 75.

rt�;· .

It's a STEAL at $350.00
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Designed to go in snow, the Northwind
shrugs off bad weather with a
water-repellent shell of 2-ply
Dacron* quilted nylon, plus a warm
lining of Orlon** pile! It's got action
sleeves, too, and stretch knit wristlets
for extra warmth. Sizes S,M,L,XL. $22 . .30
'Du Pont TM for its polyester fiber
"Di; Pont TM for its acrylic fiber

[wSJ�J

Navy Blue
and Brown

STEREOCRAFT RECORD PRICES
s

A public hearing concerning the adoption of proposed regulations
dealing with college records will be held Thursday, Nov. 30.
If the policy is adopted, it will "establish rules protecting the
confidentiality of the student," stated Dr. Robert Miller, acting Dean
·
of Students.
.
The committee for the policy, comprised of Dr. Betty Putnam,
physical education, Robert Bennett, physics, · Patty Ambrose and
Linda Gehri, human rights commission, have worked on the
deyelooment of this .Policy all la.st yea:r:.
.
interested stuaents may sut>mlt data, views or arguments
concerning the proposed regulations in writing or at the 10 a.m.
hearing in room 303 of Barge Hall.
A few days before the hearing, copies of the policy will be available
in Dr. Miller's office, 103 Barge.

The
notthwind

408 N. Pearl

s444 :�:� s344

Records hearing set

DOWNTOWN
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'RHC more viable than ASC'
by Gretchen Randall
staff writer

Compared to ASC, Residence
Hall Council (RHC), is a more
viable organization with less
money hang-ups, said Mark
Satterthwaite, RHC chairman.
"ASC has not proved to the
students _so far this year that
they are a viable organization.
_Except for speakers, ASC has
not ac�omplished anything vis
able to the students," said
Satterthwaite.
RHC would like to work more
closely with ASC and try to
improve campus-wide communi
cation, stated Satterthwaite.

Applications due
for Crier editor
Applications for the positions
of editor and business manager
of the Campus Crier for spri�g
term will be accepted until Dec.
'
4.

Letters of application should
be submitted to Dave Evans,
Crier advisor,' in Edison 106.

The _ Student Publications
interview all
will
Board
applicants before the positions
are filled.

Pride and shame

Satterthwaite hopes this will
"The purpose of RHC is to
promote a cooperative effort in improve communication between
; programming social, athletic and students and professors.
cul!ural_
events,"
said
· RHC would like to promote .a
Satterthwaite·.
concert with several Northwest
RHC, represented by presi- . bands in McConnell Auditorium
dents and ·social vice presidents but is worried about student
from
including apathy, Satterthwaite stated.
dorm,
each
Anderson Apartments, is headed
Satterthwaite said he would
Roger
Satterthwaite,
by
Ferguson, vice chairman . and like to reorganize RHC. He said
last year RHC tended to avoid
Gayl Aurelio, treasurer.
matters directly concerning
Every other Wednesday RHC
·
RHC.
meets in the SUB, .then divides
into three groups and discusses
RHC organized too many out�
problems occurring in the
side activities and no( enough for,
residence halls.the students, Satterthwaite
At these meetings they try to explained. By reverting to what
improve communication between it was like in the past, RHC could
dorms and plan cooperative work more for the students
activ ities,
according
to needs.
Satt erthwaite. On alternate
RHC was composed of the
weeks RHC meets in one of the
Residence Hall Senate, dorm
dorms.
presidents, and the social
assisted
RHC
year,
This
activities council comprised of
Kittitas County in setting up a · the social vice presidents. If the
trick or treat for UNICEF drive
social activities council is
on Halloween. ·
reactivated it would help Gerry
. Hover with entertainment.
RHC is planning· to have
various academic department •••••
professors tour the campus
buildings. They will end the
evening with dinner at the dining
Tropical Fish
hall, where they will split up and
dirie with . the students, said
Route Three
962-9166
Satterthwaite.

OVERTON'S

Manis Keizer views an Ethnic Studies sponsored exhibit in the SUB
depicting the "Shame" attach�d to putting Japanese Americans in
concentration camps during World War II and the "Pride" of the
Japanese for their contributions to society. [Photo by Jones]

Free tutoring offered
If anyone is getting bogged
down with hours of physics, '
philosophy or French, help _in the
form of student tutors is avail
through ·
Sunday
from
able
Thursday at Holmes Dining Hall.
Tutoring for more than 15
subjects is offered from 8 p.m. to
10 p.m. for students who are
having trouble with their studies.
Between 40 to 60 Central·
students come each night to
receive help from tutors who are
majoring in these various fields.
The tutors are paid by Housing
to come five nights a week for
two hours. Some tutors handle
five to 15 students each night and
some nights certain tutors do not
have anyone to help.
When asked if the tutoring

program was worth the trouble,
Daryl Boden, an economic and
business statistics tutor replied,
"Certainly, even if one person
comes it would be worthwhile."
Many students might think
that programs like this are just
extra hours of class. But with
students helping other students,
it is a relaxed, friendly atmos
phere which can actually shorten
the amount of time spent
studying.
"Since we are not connected to
their teachers, students should.
not be -reluctant about coming
here," commented Boden.
Students wishing to just study
can use Holmes as a study hall
from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. on those·
'
same nights.

SWITCH TO
THE BEST
·•.IT COSTS
LESS!

NOW FEATURING
The

HOBO. BASKET
(1A LB. BU RGER ON FRENCH B READ
&

s110

FRIES)

Now Only

Reg. s120

This otter Expires Wed. 11·22-72

Give us a call at these hours:
5-1 2-Sunday-Thursday
5- 1 -Friday & Satu rday
"

F'IRST'-TO RECYCLE'
·1N THE U.S.
5ot. p_er ease refund '

CAMPUS U-TOTE
EM
'925-1600
ger Basket

..

CASCADE.
BEV. ,CO
•...

EU � nsburg, Wash.

. 1Home
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FULL MENU
Orders to
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Euclid Way

Across from The '1owllng Alle y

Now Have
1 . Campus Basket
2. Dagwood Basket
3. Hobo Basket
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Doin' what comes
naturally...
by J<\net D u gan
staff m�iter

M.C.:

Good e\'ening, ladies and gentlemen. We are gathered here

tonight to pay homage to Mrs. Perfect Wife of 1972 - that woman

who, through her diligence and inventiveness. has reached the peak

of perfection in wifery. And here she is folks. Mrs. Perfect Wife of
1972, Mrs. Mistersmith.

(Mrs. Mistersmith comes on stage. The audience gives her a standing

ovation.)
M.C.:

Tell us.

Mrs. Mistersmith,

how does it feel to have been

selected Mrs. Perfect Wife of 1972?

M.M.: Well, it feels just marvelous. It's like a dream come true.

M.C.: We all know that such perfection isn't attained overnight. It

must have taken you years to get where you are today. Won't you
please tell us something of your childhood?
M.M.:

Oh, I had a lo\'ely childhood. My mother, bless h�r.

was

instrumental in getting me on the right track in those early years. She

instilled in me a keen awareness of the importance of cleanliness and

order. I remember, she always told me that. when I grew up I'd be a
wife an_d mommy. She started me out with dolls, Suzie-Bake ovens

and Little Homemaker dust mops and brooms. The little boy next

//,,�,

door used to come over ·and play house. He was the daddy and hus

band - we sure· had fun. Mom always told me that I should prepare

myself for a life of wifery. I remember once in third grade some of
the girls were practicing for an upcoming track meet. I couldn't stay

after school to practice because that was the week I was learning

how to make souffles. Sorne of the girls gave me a bad time about

going home after school to learn to cook. But my mother helped me
get through all the teasing my classmates were dishing out. She told

me that the only thing those little girls would get were thick calves,

but I was learning something useful - I was learning something that
would enhance my chances for perfect wifedom.

.

M. C.:

Tell us something about Mr. Mistersmith and your adorable

children.
M.M.: My husband and children have helped me so much! They
were sometimes unrelenting task-masters, but now I realize that
without their ever-rising expectations of my capabilities, I would not

he on this stage ton�ght.

When my husband and I were first married, l worked an eight-hour

day, five days a week. He helped strengthen my endurance ·by insist-

ing that I keep the house in apple-pie order at all times, that meals
be prepared from only the most complicated recipes, and that I perform as hostess extraordinaire at a moment's notice.

Years of training under my "coach" perfected my already superior

qualities of wifery. The children, we have seven, taught i'ne the im-

portance of split-second scheduling. I am forever indebted to them

for always demanding more of me than I thought I could give.

They taught me that· I could ao almost anything. Without their.

help, I never would have realized that it is possible to. burp a child
·
while frying an egg.

M.C.: Well, Mrs. Mistersmith, it's plain to see that your family has

given you a great deal of encouragement in your career. But, you and
you alone were the person who walked away with the top honors in
this contest.

You competed against 49 other

crown. What was your secret? How did you win?

women

to earn

your

�.M.: Oh, heavens, I had no secret. There was really nothing to it..

I was just doing what comes naturally.·

___________________________....______._____...

Le'Her.s . ...f 0 the ecJ,· ...f or

Equal opportunities 'short sighted'
To the editor:
For two weeks I have reluctantly been quiet. as various
people discuss empolyment
opportunities and the rights of
clubs to discriminate.
Unfortunately two things tend
to have gone unexamined: (l)
Equal opportunity ia ·a short
sighted goal to me. Minority
people and women have been
behind in employment positions
which is/was caused by unequal
opportunities; therefore, only
one aspect of the problem has
been addressed.
The fact still remains the
minorities and women are still
behind in employment positions.

Hi mmrnm "isl.
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institutions; I was interested in
the amount of involvement, and
subsequent reward, in the pre
paid, contracted food situation of
an educational institution.
Of total students who re
sponded to this study, only 25,
per cent indicated a 100 per cent
utilization, or participation, in
this pre-paid, contracted food
situation.
Assuming no dependency upon
financial resources here, these 25
per ·cent indicate that they
experienced this reward factor at
Central during the 1972' winter
quarter.
Vida F. Aust
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•
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To the editor:
oo d
s
ng
.
e
a
ve
Tu
successful and rewarding. o ur
quota of 140 pints was exceeded
by 50 pints, thus making a total
of 190 pints.
Thank you so much for valu
John Bates, Chris Boushey, Mike Deffenbaugh, Kathy Degner, Bill
able contribution to the project.
[)evney' Janet Dugan, Mark Groszhans, Liz Hall, Gary Boon, Bill
We will work together again for
frving, Jesse Jones, Marie McClanahan, Gretchen Nicholas, Dan
the future drawings and make,
)'Leary, Kipy Poyser, Gretchen Randall, Marie Saling, Ed Saaser, .
them equally good.
John Sheeley, Dennis Schodt, Phil Smithson, Karen Sybouts, Bob
P. Douce,
Utecht, Thomas Vierling, Richard Wells, Dave Walker� JoAnn
Faculty
Coordinator
Wright
for the ASC Blood
A laboratory newspaper of the department of journalism of Central
Drawings
Washington State College published fridays during the academic year
Editor's
note:
Dr.
Douce
en
except during examination weeks and holidays. Views expressed are
those of the students, staff and editors, not necessarily CWSC. Ad closed the following letter from
vertising material presented herein does not ne�essarily imply en- . Dr. A. Sherman Hill Jr., medical
dorsement by thi� newspaper. Mail.subscriptions price, $1 per quarter director, and William 0. Pugh,
or $3 per year, payable to the CAMPUS CRIER, CWSC, Ellensburg,
Washington 98926·. Entered as second class matter at the U.S. Post administrative director of the
Columbia River Red Cr.oss Blood
Office, Ellensburg, Washington 98926.

.

Has change really occurred when
the brunt to catch up still
remains· on the oppressed?
(2) This institution practices
discrimination due to its composition and structural nature.
Because the student body of
Central is ovewhelmingly white,
all programs are designed to
interest the majority (white
student s ) . Furth ermore, the
administrative and student
hierarchy (ASC and SUB) is
predominat ely white males;
therefore, their behavior is
dominated by their viewpoints
(which is white and male);
because these minorities and .
women
are
discriminated
against.

· nts thank·ed
Responda
f 0r 'ea
. t Ing h a b It s st u dy

To the editor:
This is the second attempt to
say "thank you" to you Central
All letters to the editor of the Crier are
students who responded' to my
welcome. · Such contributions will be printed as
study "Eating Habits of College
space allows
.
Freshmen and Sophomores" the
To be printed, letters must carry· the full name
latter part of the 1972 winter
as well as the address and phone number of the
quarter··
author. Letters that are unsigned or are signed
An original thank you and
with pseudonyms will not be printed.
study result was mailed.' to the
Correspondence must be typed arid limited to
editor approximately April 10,
250 words or less. The editor reserves the right to
1972 from San Jose, Calif., as I
edit for matters of libel. No letters will be
was off-campus on a field study
returned.
. ... · ... ··· 1 1 imnmrnm .1imm�w�� at that time.
_ :_. rn-.m::rnmm:
�
.
.
My apology- it did not get
ac
s g
j i
ociolo .I
cal study involved the r�wa�
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Glenna Moulthro
Editor . .
aspect .common to all soc1a
Managing Editor .. :
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; .......Douglas H
..... UI�

I

I

,

Center' m
· Yakima

·

Dear Dr. Douce:
On .behalf of the Blood Center
'
we want to congratu·late you and
an· your associates at Central
responsible for the grand success
with yesterday's bloodmobile
visit.
Will you please pass along our
sincere appreciation to the
student leaders who helped with
donor recruiting and the oper
ation.
You may ·be sure that your
good work was most important
for this week's regional blood
supply. Several dozen patients in
our hospitals could thank the
donors much more eloquently
than we can if they had the
chance.
Again, many thanks for a
bright day at Central.
·

·

To me the discussion of
whether clubs may discriminate
is a bogus decision considering it
comes from white males and does
not address itself to the nature of
the institution.
To me any further discussion
of this matter without consider
ing the composition and struc
ture of Central is begging the
question, calling only for futile
emotionalism.
Phill Briscoe
Lecturer
Ethnic Studies Program

Please don'f
take Posters
To the editor:
Publicity has done a fantasitc
job on the ACLU posters for
"Reefer Madness."
In fact, they did such a good
job that a few people on th.is
campus decided to take -the
posters for themselves.
Posters were available from
the ACLU if those people only
would have asked. "The Joint"
hanging in the pit was an original
idea, the first of its kind. It's too
bad that the students couldn't
have enjoyed it longer.
We are very pleased that· this
art work was appreciated,
knowing the amount of time and
work involved in presenting this
·production.
We· feel that the actions of
these · individuais was very
incon�iderate. � Next time,
remember, all you have to do is
ask.
We want out joint' back!
Linda Gehri
Patty Ambrose
Bob Freeman
Steve M�yeda
0

·

·

·

· -

Tree's owner
says 'thank you'

To .the editor, staff writer,
photographer and the people
who sent me cards ami letters:
I appreciate the article about
my Christmas tree and the .
picture of it that appeared in the
Crier. I want to thank all the .
people whQ sent me thank-you
cards and letters about the tree.
I appreciate getting them.
I wish 'you all a Merry
Christmas and enjoy the tree!
Sincerely,
.
Mrs. Louise Von Bar_ gen

10th
DOOR PRIZES J

ANNIVERSARY

CELEBRATES ITS.

Register at Pizza 1\1\ia or when pizza is delivered

. $1 00 DOLLAR BILL FIRST PRIZE. 2nd.
and Third: Choice of a 26" Austri 1 0
speed or
A

•

•

•

complete ski

outfit:

metal

bindings, boots and poles.
. PLUS FORTY OTHER PRIZES.

skiis,

·

•

•

•

•

•

1 2· Lb. Lynden Turkey from· Valley
.
Locker; Ponchos and wine decanter;
·

Car vacuum from Gen. Paper & Sup

p ly; PEPSI, COKE AND DINNER GLASS
.

ES

(Set Of 6 ) ; 5 Lb. tin of mixed nuts-

Co ntinental

Foods;

Prisoner

shirts

fro m Jerrols; A piggy bank from N B
·

of C.
monds

Box
·

of Herseys

from

Central

bars

with al

Distributors; A

carton of Co rk Pane ls from Knudson ;
Ice Cream Bars from Darigold.

IT ALL STARTS AT 5 PM

SAT.

NOVEMBER

I

·

(Good

18th

On D e l ive ry)

GALLONS TO GO 99'
SALADS 29�
PEPSI 5'
GRINDERS 69' 99'
·

·

·

Small

Schooners

9'

Large

Pitchers

,5 9'

You Will Nevel- See Prices This Low Again·

COME AND CELEBRATE AT

.

PIZZA

.

MIA

·

.
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Jazz ense mbles
perform today
by Douglas Hosner
managing editor

·· .

This morning at 11:45 John
Moawad will stand' in the
. SUB pit
in front of a large gr01,ip of
musicians.
He probably. will take in the
crowd sitting and standing 12
rows deep in and around the pit.
Then he will look through a large
sheaf of arrangements.
Finding his first "chart," he
will secure it to a flimsy music
stand at his side, look to his
musicians, and begin his charac
teristically slow and quietly
intense countdown to the
opening of another. concert.

,

One hour and 45 minutes later,
having generated more move
ment than your average pep
squad yell king, it is probable
that Moawad will face the
audience to be greeted with an
increasingly familiar sight: a
standing ovation.

And that won't include the
similarly loud and enthusiastic
response he and the musicians
will get between numbers.
But· this morning will be some
what different, at least for those
unfamiliar with the jazz educa�
tion program at Central. ,
Not one but two jazz en.sem
bles will be on display- Stage
Band lA and Stage Band lB.
Comprising those two groups
are men and women Moawad
describes as "total musicians,"
many sophisticated beyond their
years and all committed,
Moawad says, to "making good
music and people happy."
Stage Band lB will open the
concert. Not as experienced as
th eir
counterparts,
these
musicians are nonetheless in
control of the material they will
play, often lively jazz-rock
compositions.
Stage Band lA generally plays

Over

John Moawad
more difficult arrangements,
many of them by composer
arranger Kim Richmond, a
prominent and much-respected
jazz musician working in Los
Angeles.
.
.The "senior" group also plays
arrangements· by _ Greg Metcalf,
who holds down the first tenor
saxophone chair.
Moawad, an associate profes
sor of music in his third year at
Central, dislikes making com
parisons between the two groups
he directs.

1 00 styles to choose from

Prices sta rt at

$ 1 3.50

4 Day Delivery on
Soundcrest Weddings

4 1 2 N. Pearl - 925-93 1 1

In addition to his jazz program,
Moawad gives lessons in guitar,
voice and drums.
He recently was elected
president of the Washington
State Association of Jazz
Educators for a two-year term.
Moawad also has been asked to
accept the chairmanship of the
jazz educators division of the
Washington Music Educators
Association, an appointment
which would give him a strong
voice in the policies and direc
tions of jazz education in the
"We've got a fine stage band state.
and an outstanding stage band,"
He plans to accept.
he says smilingly.
"If I were married," he says
It took a long three weeks to reflecting on his schedule, "I'd be
· assemble the two bands, after divorced."
But the time invested is not
auditions which attracted more
without its rewards for Central.
than 90 hopefuls.
"We could run four ensem Many new dimensions have been
bles," Moawad says, "if we had or will be added to the jazz
. the time and space and money. program
here,
bringing
The interest and the talent is increased recognition for the
here."
entire music department.
But time, at least, is the one
For instance, Moawad is
thing that would hold him back planning to develop a vocal jazz
ensemble to perform with _ a
from such an enterprise.
percussion section.

iijf

A M l ll l C A " S

FINEST

• Soft Foam Top s

I

• Crushed Acry l i c Pi l e

• I n Red, Green, and Ora ng e

2 3 inch-$35 .00
1 9 inch-$27 .50

He also is · planning to invite
faculty members from the music
department to perform as guest
artists, getting them out of what
he describes as the "little boxes"
people tend to put them in.
In other words, he plans to
showcase more than just student
talent.
The introduction of more
student talent, however, is in the
offing.
Central junior Julie Cole

already has debuted as a singer
with Band lA in its first concert.
New arrangements of pop
tunes are being prepared for her,
although she will not perform
again until new sound equipment
being purchased by the ASC
arrives.
The sound equipment, a
s o p h i s t i c a t e d e i gh t - c h a n n e l
public address system, should
enhance her performance in front
of the brass-dominated band.
It also should enhance the
performance of the entire band,
particularly where solo perfor
mances ate concerned.
Moawad hopes to have his
vocal and instrumental jazz in
novations "rounded off' by the
end of the year.
"By spring," he says, "we
should really be cooking."
Also by spring, Central's jazz
musicians will have been well
traveled .
On Dec. 6, Moawad will take
Band lA to a clinic-concert at
Wenatchee Valley College.
Then, on Jan. 13, the "senior"
group will be on the road again,
this time to the . Invitational
College Jazz Festival at the
Seattle Opera House.
Central will . perform with
bands from Mt. Hood Community
College (Oregon), Green River
Community College, Western
Washington · State College and
Olympic Community College.
On Feb. 17 the musicians will
'
be in Portland for the All-North
west Music Educators Confer
ence, where they will have the
single honor of featuring Herbie
Green, a New York-based jazz
trombonist, as a guest artist.
Moawad hopes Green will be
able to visit Central later in
February for a Jazz Night
program.
Meanwhile, another concert in
the Pit has been scheduled for
Dec. 8.
For the moment, however,
Moawad and his musicians are
thinking only of this morning's
concert, to which they will bring
the fruits of hard work and
enthusiasm, qualities universal
to Central's justly prominent
music department.
"We're going to raise hell this
morning," Moawad says.

: HOT CHOCOLATE

Yo u ' I I add new m �g i c to

any room w i th these 1 00%
soft

foam

p

to ped

stoo l s

i ,n bo l d sun st ruc k co l ors.

23Y2 and
' 1 9" tal I .

1 9' '

Eli amet er

P i ck a pa i r from o u r ·m u s h
room patch today.

See al I the · new
Hassocks. Many colors
S ha pes and S i zes

. From $5.90

This Week's Special Valid
November 20, 21 .and 22nd

AT TH E

J ust Across the Ca mpus on 8th

Sophia as 'Priest's Wife '

11 ·r10ay, N OV. H, ·um� --\..;A M.t'U:S t:.IU�K- Page 7

adjacent to the Vatican strikes
you as outrageous, instead of as
You may be somewhat an intelligent convenience.
relieved to learn that this week's
Doubtless, director Dino Risi
ASC movie, "The Priest's Wife," wanted to criticize the hypocrisy
is not actually about that less of the church, but the editor
than-burning issue:should Roman ializing is out of keeping with 'the
Catholic priests be allowed to film's farcial style.
marry? Rather it's simply
Then, too, there is an
another of the perennially imbalance between personality
p o p u l a r L o r e n - Ma s t r o i a n n i and m aterial. Loren and
comedies.
Mastroianni are actually more
interesting than the characters
A burned-out pop singer, they play.
Valeria Billi (Sophia Loren), in
Loren and Mastroianni are
recovering from one abortive
affair, falls in love wiih the separately popular performers,
unsophisticated but quick to and when tpgether, doing high
rationalize Don Mario (Marcello comedy or low slapstick, they are
Mastroianni). His being a- priest a team of marvelous style.
provides the complications
However, Carlo Ponti has
around which the comedy's plot
produced in "The Priest's Wife" a
revolves.
film of lesser stature than
The movie aspires to a kind of "Yesterday, Today · and Tomor
boldness that can only be row" or "Marriage Italian-Style,"
shocking; or funny, if the idea of movies that probably created a
a priest keeping a mistress new subcategory of film comedy.
by Kipy Poyser
staff writer

RECA P SNOW T l ,ES

In conce rt
Internationally renowned H ungari an
pianist Bela Siki presented a concert to
approximately 430 people here Tuesday.
According to Ruth Cunha of the Ellens
burg Music Study Club, her gr�up hopes

.S2 795

to clear $700 on the concert. The money
will go toward establishing string scholar
ships for Central students, said Mrs.
Cunha. [Photo by Bates]

N O TRADE NECESSARY, Including
Excise Tax. Balancing Extra.
·

Discrim ination deadline nearing
With the Dec. 1 deadline fast·
approaching, over half the
campus clubs that have been
required to eliminate discrimin
atory clauses from their consti
tutions have yet to do so.
Gerry Hover, director of rec
reation and social activities,
estimated that only 5 to 10 clubs
had made the required changes
out of 20 that had discriminatory
clauses.
Hover also announced that
honorary clubs would be able to
discriminate on the basis of
grade point and academic major.
"The honorary club's rationale
for discrimination serves the
purpose of the group and there-

fore is not capricious," stated the
recreation director.
He explained that if honorary
clubs could not have grade point
or major requirements there
would be no reason to have the
club and Central would be denied
affiliation with national honor-aries.
Hover said m embership
requirements for clubs could not
stipulate . that a person be of a
certain academic major if that
was not relevant to the purpQse
.
of the group.
The recreation club was cited
as an example. "Their purpose is
to promote recre_ation activities
and anyone should be able to do

FARE

pESTINATION

Portland-Honolu l u Roundtrip
$145.00
Portland-Mexico City Round.t rip
$299.00
I ncluding Economy Package
Seattle-London-Seattle
$307 Seattle-Helsinki Roundtrip
$321.00*
Seattle-London Roundtrip
$300.00*
$127 .00
Seattle-Brussels One Way
$269.00
Seattle-Brussels
Seattle-London Roundtrip
$279.00*
$262.00*
Seatt1e�Bn,1ssels Roundtrip
$279.00*
Portland-London Roundtrip
$269.00*
Seattle-Brussels Roundtrip
Seattle-Brussels Roundtrip
. $269.00*
Seattle-Brussels
$246.00
Seattle-Brussels Roundtrip
$262.00*
Seattle-Tokyo Roundtr\p
$423.00*
Seattle-Tokyo
$342.00*
*plus tax

Dec. 1 7-Jan. 2

Dec. 18, 1972-J an. 9, 1973
Dec. 20, 1972-Jan. 2, 1973
March 25
J une 13-Sept. 20
J une 19-August 20, 197.3
J une 26-J uly 18, 1973
J une 26-Alig. 14, 1973
J u l y 17-August 8, 1973
Aug. 7-Aug. 30, 1973
Aug. 20-Sept. 25
Aug. 29-Sept. 19, 1973
J une 24-J u l y 15, 1972
J une· 27 One Way

·

New Full Travel Agency TRAVEL WEST
A l l F lights on AMERICAN CARRIERS
MORE FLIGHTS! SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE

APT. 1 08
660 WILDWOOD BLVD.
MAY
ISSAQUAH 98027
EX 2-5546 (Local Exchange)
JOHN L.

N a me
Add ress
C i ty
Telephone

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

------

_____

St.

Zip

__

_
_
_

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

·

Other Snow Tires, Including
Radials At Discount Prices!
·

.

Don't Get Caught This
winter-Get Your Si.ow Tires.
NOWI At

•

•

•

DARREL'S AMERICAN.

Ith and Main

925-5 1 96

ARE COM ING

EU ROPE-HAWAI I
MEXICO-JAPAN

March 18-25, 1973
Nov. 18-25, 1972

·

Per Tire

PEACE CORPS/VISTA

CHARTER FLIGHTS
DATES

Studding-

that," said Hove.r .
"Requiring that a person be a
recreatio.n major for this club is a
form of arbitrary discrimina
tion," he said.
The decision about honorary
clubs and academic major · ' re
quirements came after Hover
conferred with Asst. Atty. Gen.
Steve Miliam last Mondy.
The recreation director said
clubs that still have discrimina
tory clauses in their constitutions
by Dec. 1 will be suspended from
the �ist of active campus clubs.

SIXTH ANNUAL -

-

PER PAI R

Th anksgiving . zapped o u r ch ances -for a n ad
ve rtisement in the Crie r for Friday, Nov. 24,
so we want to remind you early that our
representa tives wil l be in the PIT i n the SUB
from Nov. 28 th rough Dec. 1 , seeki ng sen t ors 1n:
•

•

EDUCATI ON
* PHYSI CAL EDUC ATI ON
* VOCATI ONAL ED .
* LI BERAL ARTS
. * MATH
* SOCIAL SCI ENCE S
* BUSIN ESS

·*

(Dec. graduates are urged to apply)

,
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N D . O PE N IN G !
.
The SOU N D I N N is havi ng their G ra�d O penin g Frida y,
Saturd ay, and Sunda y With · DOOR �Rl� ES. ·
;

G rand Prize :
Complete Auto Stereo System. Muntz Tape Deck N�. 860, Boman Expander Speakers
No. SK600, And Complete Installation.

Three 3rd Prizes:

·2 nd Prize:

1 TAP E EAC H

5 FRE.E TAPES

Drawing Will .Be 3:00 p.m. Sun�ay ·

.. .

•

.,

Free Coffee And Doughnuts

...

•

__

...

--

�

�

....

�

..,

.-

Free 8-Track Dust Shields With Each 8-Track Tape

GRAND OPENIN G SPECIALS :
•

Muntz No. 860-Auto Stereo, Thumbwhee l Controls
Lighted Channel Selector, Ba lance, Tone And Volume

s34 9s

•

7" x 1 200 Mylar Reel to Reel Recording Tape. ON E YEAR
REPLACEMENT . GUARANTEE. Regularly $2.95

Purchase.

s 1 og

Now

•

Cassette recording tape. 60
minutes package of 3. Lifetime .
guarantee . $5 .95 Value

Wth Purcha se Of
Eno"9gh tapes to fil l any
tape carry case-Rece ive the case

FREE
SAVE-SAVE-SAVE

•

THREE DAY SALE,· NOV. 1 7, 18, 1 9
8 -TRACK TAPES

s329 Dou ble Length .
Cassette Tapes St� rt at $299

�29

•

Boman No. BM909:_Designed to occupy a very small space.
.
Solid state circuitry. 1 0 tran�istors-20 watts music power I
N ow
Thumbwheel Controls. Reg.
$59.95
.
.

.•

I

Speakers with chrome grills
5" Round and all mounting
hardware. Speaker wire included.
Reg. $1 2.95

·

s4795 .
.

·

"

�

,, M1N•;s1zE ,,

5 • 7'/z '• 21/z

Tape dust shields for 8-track cartridges-Snaps on open end of cartridge.
Package of 8 Regularly 49c

Now

e All 8-Track And Cassette Carrying Cases

3• Each

. _________..._...._
,..._
_,....
..

20 % Off

K�S will be broadcasting from the "SOUND INN" . Saturday 1 2-6 with The D.J.'s giving away free .records.

r
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Volunteer programs discussed

by Paddy Cottrell
news editor

The problems and potential of
student volunteer .programs was
the focus of a state-wide confer
ence held here last Friday and
Saturday.
Acc_ording to Graham Johnson,
state volunteer services coordin
ator, · over 175 students, faculty
and administrators attended the
weekend conference hosted by
Central's SERVE program.
"Central was chosen for this
conference because, in my opin-

The speaker advocated that
As a result of the discussions nor, emphasized other aspects of
volunteers get both a minimum
- and presentations, conference volunteer service.
He said that one of the biggest wage and academic credit for
delegates from each school deve
Visitors from across the state loped impact plans for their problems of recruiting workers their work.
, was to convince them that there
attended seminars conducted by individual schools. Mary Ripley, a member of the
Mila Clark, a member of the is a problem in the local area . It's execut ive board of the National
experienced volunteers and
heard speeches from a number of _ SERVE staff, stated the Central a lot easier to get people _ to - Center for Voluntary Action,
officials connected with state and plan included ideas for more volunteer to go to help the emphasized yet another aspect of
publicity and added effort to get ; Indians in South America than the ·subject: volunteerism as a
federal agencies.
"The purpose of the event," ' credit and pay f or student the Chicanos in the Yakima vehicle for social change.
Valley, he said.
explained Johnson, "is to gener · volunteers.
She said that people willing to
Munro, a former president of
The convention delegate said ate some new thought and
perhaps some new enthusiasm the local program placed over 40 the Western Washington State donate time to others could
toward the state's volunteer students in volunteer and intern College student body, said change the priorites of the
positions this quarter, but volunteers were making "teach- nation. Mrs. Ripley explained
programs."
through more publicity and add ers look pretty silly because they that volunteers could become
ed incentive the number could be learned more · in the field in one "advocates of excellence," and
week than they did all year in the examples for the rest- of society
increased.
to follow.
Seminars on a variety of classroom."
subjects were. conducted at the
meeting including how to raise
money for volunteer programs,
publicity angles, mobilizing
transportation resources, politi
cal lobbying and where to locate
opportunities for volunteers.
ion, it has one of the finest
volunteer programs in the state,"
said Johnson.

_

·

A number of individual pre
sentations were also on the
conference agenda. P utnam
Barber, an assistant to a director
· of the federal ACTION program,
spoke on the "Future of Volun
teerism for Students."

YOUTHFUL VOLUNTEER- Mary Ripley, a board member of the
National Center for Volunteer Action, told a state-wide volunteer
conference held here last weekend that a person is only as old as he
feels. After· he presentation Mrs. Ripley chatted. with students and
then attended a Flash Cadilliac -dance. [-Photo by Paddy 8. Cottrell]

Ch ris tmas gala sch eduled
Courson and Muzzall Halls are
sponsoring a Christmas ball and
buffet dinner on Dec. 9.
The buffet-style dinner will be
served in Sue Lombard Dining
Room from 8 to 10 p.m. The main
course of the dinner will pe roast
rib eye steak.
The dance will be from 9 to 12
p.m. in the large SUB Ballroom
with refreshments to be served
in the small ballroom.
Music will be furnished by an
eight piece band with female
vocalist from Bellingham.
Couples may have their pie-

SPORTS

"

tures taken by an independent
photographer while sitting on
Santa's lap.
Ticket prices, including dinner
and dance, will be $3 a couple for
dorm dues paying members of
Muzzall or Courson.
Ticket prices for other stud
ents will be $5 per couple.
Tickets for the formal or
semi-formal affair may be picked
up at the SUB information booth
or the lounges of Courson or
Muzzall Halls after Thanksgiving
vacation.

BOUTIQ UE

4 1 1 N. Pearl

Barber
expressed
concern
about student volunteers that
were "convinced about the edu
cational value of what they were
doing, but not really helping the
organization they were working
for."

Many volunteer projects were
selected, he said, not on the basis
of the - amount of service the
individual could perform but
rather on how much educational
information the volunteer could
receive from his work.
The ACTION program assis
tant said the over-emphasis on
the academic aspect of volunteer
programs had made sponsoring
organizations leery of obtaining
volunteers.
Another speaker, Ralf Munro,
a special assistant to the gover-

N BofC has an easier -way
to tr�ck down expenses.

Is "The Case of the Disappearing Funds" yotir mys
tery? Solve it with an NBofC checking account. You
always know where you've · spent your money, what
you've spent it on and how much you have left. _ It's
the easiest way to t ackdown expenses.
�

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

M EM BER F.D.l.C.

•

NBC

ACCOUNTS INSURED TO $20.000 EACH DEPOSITOR.

E L L E NS B U RG O F F I C E : "

500 N ._ P� ad St. -

FREE DEL I VE RY
92 5-6 1 64
-

.

SPECIAL:

Teen Burge rs 64c

% lb. Meat, Cheese, Bacon, Lettuce? .. Tomato -

FREE DELIVERY, 7, NIGHTS A
W EE K , 5:30-MiDNIGHT ,
ANYW HERE I� TOWN I

CAM P U.S
JUST EAST OF

CWSC -LIBRARY Al - 9th

AND EUCLI D

I
I
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Grad student counsels
for probatiori service
\

by Dennis·Schodt
staff writer

.

Option B begins with a field 'and visual materials that support
study in education. Students learning and work in resource
spend approximately one month centers.
prior to fall quarter studying in
Upon returning to campus,
the public schools.
Option C students continue their
They study how to organize study by enrolling' in two Option
materials, time, facilities, C courses. They complete their
students and staff to create an training with another quarter as
optimal learning experience.
a student teacher.
During the fall and winter
The "Urban Center Project,"
quarters, students take two another option, begins with a
Option B courses . plus a prac three-day workshop near the end
ticum at local schools to enhance of July. During the workshop
the experiences obtained in the students
on
concentrate
month of field study.
developing effective communica
In Option C, students start tion processes.
Immediately following ·is a
their professional training for
certification with one quarter in neighborhood field experience
where students become familiar
a public school.
During this time they work as with the sociological: psycholo
an instructional aide. Their gical and environmental condi
responsibilities include helping tions affecting the lives of
make lesson plans, tutoring school-age · children in the urban
students, helping to instruct community.
(continued on page 11)
small groups, developing audio

A major function of Central is
to prepare teachers and other
Robert La Lanne, a graduate student here, is involved in a field eertified personnel for public
;tudies program in coordination with Central and the Yakima County schools in Washington.
The Teacher 'E ducatio.n
Probation Services.
La Lanne helps the probation services counsel those individuals on Program involves every acade
probation who ·could not otherwise afford professional counseling mic unit of the college working
within the community itself. This program is in conjunction with a together to accomplish the
practicum in counseling class that La Lanne is taking for four credits. objectives of the program.
The - main purpose of the
. �ob is involved for two consecutive quarters and meets with clients
one day a week. La Lanne counsels two continuing clients and does program is to provide students
the preliminary interviews on new or prospective clients during his with basic professional qualifica
tions for all levels and areas of
.work day.
teaching.
Many people feel that just
The Department of Education
because a person that has been
has dev eloped alternative
convicted of a crime is seeking
training opportunities for
counseling, he must be mentally
Central students all involving
ill.
Counselors, like La Lanne,
work in the fiel«;l (on the job
don't consider clients mentally
training).
ill. Counseling is focused on
Approximately 1,200 Central
present and future rather than
students enrolled in the
tied up- in the past.
, programs will receive training in
Due to the necessity of confi
the field this school year. Five
dentiality within the client
options are available to the
counselor relationship, specific
student who wishes to pursue a
information involving Bob's cases
career in education.
cannot be given.
In Option A, students comp
La Linne stated that the
lete the professional education
counseling services provided are
sequence. This is a textbook
.
not necessarily directly associ
orientated course outline with
Students participating in field
ated with the offense for which
field work, September Experi- study p�ograms last year more
La Lanne
the individual was on probation.
ence and Student Teaching, than doubled in number over
For example, if an alcoholic wants to give up drinking, the first step slated for the end of course
those participating in 1970-71.
he would take would be to apply for counseling. An intake interview study·
Dr. Jerry Reed, director of
would be given to find out' whether the client is amenable .
In the other options a student's Cooperative Education on
As the counselor-client relationship builds, goals are formulated. course of study includes the same .
campus, expects the number of
After goals are set, the relationship becomes more structured, topics as Option A but are less _
participants to increase again
hopefully resulting in insights into behavior. By trying out alternative textbook oriented. Instead . they
this year.
behavior patterns, with the ultimate goal of a successful behavioral are directly related to student
Field study isn't new to
change, perhaps more adequate methods for reducing tension can be field experiences.
Central, but Dr. Reed's Office of
.
found. These solutions might be exercise; a more balanced diet or
Cooperative Education is. The
learning better ways to make decisions so that the tension doesn't Mandarin C h i n
. ese
office was opened Sept. 1 with
arise.
special funds provided by the
fi l ms schedu led
A counselor's resp_gnsibility, ' according to La Lanne, is to provide
innovations committee last year.
the client with an opportunity to become aware of and to learn to
"Four Loves," the second in a
The office was established to
exercise control over things already influencing him and to equip him series of three Mandarin Chinese
to. master the tasks and behavior necessary for successful films to be shown on campus, will assist students find field experi
ences related to their majors. A
development in the future.
be presented Tuesday at s· p.m. number of departlllents on
La Lanne stated that his counseling experience here at Central in the SUB small ballroom.
campus also offer practicums and
has been limited to training with Community Psychological 8ervices
internships,
according to Dr.
Sponsored
by
the Asian
Center in the new Psychology Building. He feels that with this
additional field placement, he has been able to recognize the value of Studies Committee and the Reed.
Cooperative education is a plan
the. avallablllty of counseling services as an aid to both the probation Foreign Language Department,
that integrates clas sroom
the film is free to the publ�c •
office -and the client..
experience and practical work
experience
in
'industrial,
business,
government
or
service-type work situations.
It's named cooperative educa
tion because the program
depends oh the cooperation of
employers and . educators in
Breakfast - Sandwiches - Steaks - Seafood
forming a total educational
Served Anytime Of The Day Or Night
program for students.
Central's program has enabled
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
students to -work as interns in
state and local government, in
the Seattle Police Department's
• 'T U ESDAY N IGH T
drug laboratory, in state prisons
and reformatories and at homes
IS
for the retarded.
All for academic credit.
MEX ICAN N I G HT!
"One of the mo st valuable
·

by Bill Devney
staff writer

·

·

Office helps students
with study programs

aspects of the program is that
the college student will return to
campus with the knowledge of
his experience which, hopefully,
could rub off on fellow students
and the faculty of the depart
ment," said Dr. Reed.
"With the benefit of field
experiences, the student has a
better basis for making a final
career choice before finishing his
academic training."

The student, Dr. Reed
believes, achieves a· practical
appreciation of -the principles
developed in his academic train
ing through a quarter of field
experience.
"In addition, he has a more
concrete understanding of the
subject matter upon returning to
the campus," he stated:
Students enrolled in the
cooperative education program
may take as many as 15 credits
with the larger number of credits
to be given to the full-time
internship s .
Part-time
experiences also are offered.
After a student selects the
agency which he believes would
best suit his interests, a contract
is devised by the student, , his
faculty advisor �nd a supervisor
from the agency.
At the end of the quarter, the
supervisor submits a written
evaluation of the student's
performance. Daily logs, weekly
progress reports and consulta
tion with the faculty advisor also
may be used.

·

·

OPE N 24 HOU RS

Large Selection Of Your Favorite
South Of The Border Dishes.
•

THURSDAY N I GHT
IS

CH R I STMAS I N MAZATLA N
DECEM BER 2 3-30, 1 972

Have a Merry Ch ristmas this yea r i n the resort
city of MAZATLAN on the West Coast of
. MEXICO. ·

ITALIAN FAMILY STYLE DINING
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Starting MONDAY, NOVEMBER 20th

_A i r Fa re

-

· • 1 5 5°0

.,

HOTEL, BREAKFAST, D I N N ER $ 1 1 1 . 00
Telephones :
Mrs. MacPherson
(509) 963.;. 1 67 1
( 206) 623-0950
Dr. Cru m

APPLEHOOD TRIO (ROCK)
I n The Roadru nner Room for 3 Weeks

. T HE CROSSROADS RESTAURANT
/

(At S. Interchange)

To: Dr. J . Wesley Crum
No. 7 Black Hall, CWSC
E l l e nsburg, Wash. 98926
am i n terested i n Christmas in Maza t l a n . Please send
i nform a t ion and reserva tion form .
Name
Address

-----

T el ephone

----

No. of Persons

-----

.
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· Field experience

Offered for arts and science

Following commitment by the juvenile courts,
all children are admitted to Cascadia where,
during a six week period, the staff gather ·
information about the child, his family and
background.
This information is then used by Cascadia in
Many of us graduate each year,. victims of
determining the best treatment program and
black and white majors.
future placement for the child.
We choose our major from a catalog where it
I work in the cottage which houses eight to 14
really looks good, in print. It even feels good to
year old boys.
study it and talk about it ... in black and white
I have been given a fairly free reign. I tend to
texts and would-be conversations. And we may
be under the feet of my caseworker quite
even do a good job on the tests and term papers,
frequently, basically because my field study is
again written and taken in black and white.
under the sociology department.
But of the hundreds of college students who
I spend approximately 40 hours a week with
will graduate this June, how many of us know
these boys, watching them interact, talking with
that these black and white majors are really
them and trying desperately to gain their trust
what we want to spend a lifetime doing?
and help them.
Up until just recently, about the only people
That is how I spend my days.
who could try their major on for size were future
My nights, however, ·are very often spent in
teachers who got to student teach one quarter in
my apartment pondering my old sociology and
their senior year.
psychology books wondering sometimes if I
Now there is a chance for the arts and scien�e
didn't miss something somewhere.
ONE-TO-ONE RELATIONSHIP- Central Student Tom Gouyd works
student to see what its major really looks
For instance, Erich Fromm and Karl Marx with a child at the Handicapped Children's Learning Center as the
like--in living color.
Jones]
talk a lot about instilling some kind of self-worth result of a SERVE placement . [Photo by
The . program is called field experience. It
and self-love. into these alienated individuals.
allows a studerlt the opportunity to spend time
And in all my quarters studying these theories it
out in the field doing something he is interested
never became crucial to me. to find out how to do
in and receiving college credit for it.
this.
Colleges and universities across the state
Not until now, that is. Now I have a lot of
SERVE, Students Engaged in from 11 a.m. to noon teaching the
have instituted these field studies, but Central
questions.
Research and Volunteer Exper mentally retarded to swim.
can take credit for offering probably the most
Not the theoretical type that I thought of in
Miss Siechau commented that
ie:qces, is one way for Central
significant opportunities.
my classrooms, but the down to earth' questions.
students to experience field and she feels this job is for people
Through various departments and ASC's
who are patient and can give
volunteer work. SERVE the stud�nt can be placed up to a
Questions like how, why and when to do these
confidence because it's hard for
Located
in
the
ASC
offices
in
quarter of full time work, worth up to 15 credits.
things. And what to do if they don't work.
the SUB, SERVE is headed by the young ones to understand · JM'i ,
This "block" placement, as it is referred to, is
Questions which may seem trivial to others,
what she's trying to teach them. · ��
student JoAnn Suhr.
a unique opportunity. For three months this
but somehow became surprisingly crucial out
Robert Guajardo, also working
SERVE is working in coordin
field placement is the student's whole occupa
. h ere.
ation with over 60 federal, state through SERVE, spent six hours
tion. There is no worries about juggling a class,
Maybe that's what field studies are all about.
and local agencies and business a day for six and a ·half weeks this
schedule to fit the study time or having class
To come up with these questions and then get a
summer with the Pasco School
organizations.
theory interfere with practical experience.
chance to ask them ... before you graduate.
Sponsored by the ASC and District as a teacher's assistant
Right now I'm in Tacoma doing field study at
One more thing, I'm also learning whether I
directed and staffed by students, and a part time home visitor.
Cascadia Juvenile Diagnostic-Reception Center.
can make it out here.
For information concerning
SERVE is funded by the student
Cascadia is kind of the beginning of the road
That alone could make this whole quarter
government budget and other volunteer · progr.ams call 'the
for Washington's committed juvenile
worthwhile.
SERVE office, 963-3446.
outside sources.
delinquents.
They are now selling P.O.W.
bracelets with profits going to
VIVA, Voices in Vital America,
we re
an organization located in Los
The student teacher must Angeles and will be used for the
( Continued from page 10)
What will a student face
During September, each beginning his field experiences? know the subject matter and . families of persons missing in
The first experience will likely teaching methods thoroughly. He action.
student is as siigned to a class
Tom Gouyd, working through
room in a central area school. b� that of an observer during should be able to accept const
ructive criticism, but do every SERVE, works with the HandiHere they learn how a school is September Experience.
September Experie.nce is a thing possible to correct and · capped Children's Learning
organized to function in an urban
Center doing volunteer work
prerequisite
to student teaching improve his mistakes.
setting.
every
Wednesday from 10 a.m.
Then fall quarter the students designed to give the student a
The student teaching experi
complete 15 hours of study in · a first-hand opportunity to observe ence is a learning experience to noon. Gouyd plays with the
laboratory-clinical situation. preparation of a classroom, conducted under immediate kids and teaches them new
They then complete their pre preliminary organization and guidance, superv1s10n and games.
Gail Siechau works at the Reta
paration program by student , pupil arrangement, for the evaluation by a fully certified
Lodge in Ellensburg on Fridays
teaching in a Seattle central beginning of the school year.
master teacher.
Upon
e ntering
student
school.
The "Migrant and Indian teaching, the student assumes
Project," similar to the Urban more and more of the teaching
Center Project, was designed to assignments of his supervising
be a total living and learning teacher.
During this period the student
experience. However, the course
centers on the educational needs teacher will receive professional
of the migrant and Indian pupil and academic help from school
and the sociological and psycho administrators, supervising
olgical conditions which affect teachers, and the college
supervisor .and colleagues.
their world view.

Editor's note: Sandi Dolbee, former Crier news
editor who now is completing a quarter �f field
study, contributed the following impressions of
her "on-the-job" experiences.

Serve volu ntee rs work

Options , outline studen t teo�hing

YOU

GREAT_

·

·

�

With the ·
money you
save on our
clothes you
could take
Susan out
ton ight and
I rma tomorrow.

Have You Got

THE DINING HALL BLUES?
If so, all you have to do is
call or drop in to Big John's
and order a Big John Burger.

Carl OOKA, that's my
: dad, asked me to
thank all of you� .
Your suppo� in his
bid for County Com
missioner is sincerely
appreciated.

-

Guaranteed to satisfy your
Cl petite.

Wrangler Jeans lR
Mr. Wrangler Sportswear

Free de l i very After 6 p m .
Anywhere i n town. Drop i n anytime .

· 925.5900

Wremember the ..W.. is Silent.

Get your moneys worth a!

908 E. 1 0th (Behind the Health Cen�rl

BIG JOHN DRIVE�IN
-·
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Ethnic Studies offers
communify services
by Gretchen Nicholas
staff writer
·

Ethnic Studies, a year-old · progra:ni at Central, is taking a special
approach to field studies.
According to the program's director, Alex Kuo, field studies are a
"political tool" rather than a mere social study.
"What usually happens with these programs;" according to Kuo, "is
someone gets a grade, or a promotion or degree. Nothing is put back
into the community."
·

Kuo hopes to finaUy provide servic�s to the community through
field studies.
·

·

For example, most colleges provide con�ulting services for
agriculture and business, free of charge. There is a need, Kuo feels,
for a similar consulting service for minority groups.
This would allow . individuals encountering troubles to receive
professional guidance jn handling problems.
Although there is only one student currently participating in field
studies, several students have had and will have the opportunity to
participate in the program.
Some students recently taught Psychology 135, a course on
survival skills and strategy directed at the low income and minority
student ,·;at Wenatchee Valley College.
Currently, one student is counseling, teaching classes and
recruiting for the Yakima Industrialjzation Center (OTC).

A project planned at Big Ben Community College in Moses Lake
recently was closed down because of a lack of co-operation on the part
of Big Ben officials.

Unless the student has adequate background and preparation, only
majors and minors in Ethnic studies may participate in field studies.
Kuo emphasized the importance of proper preparation by the
student who participates in field studies.
"We don't send the student out just to learn about the community,"
said Kuo. "He must be prepared to contribute to the community."

County _clinic offers
contraceptive · aids

by Liz Hall
staff writer

The Kittitas County Family
Planning Center offers birth
control services to both men and
women in its clinics on Tuesday
and Wednesday evenings.
The clinic offers services in
birth control including instruc
tion a_nd explanation of all birth
control methods. At the time of
the medical exam, a pap smear is
taken. Pregnancy and cancer
detection tests are offered as
well as premarital, infertility and
marital counseling.
"We have a great turnover
rate because most of our patients
are from the college," said Sally
Thelen, coordinator of the clinic.
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and about.�4�;:;:
an hour
and a half for
.:
�=nmr•:�::
revisits.:·
When the patient arrives at
the clinic, registration forms
must be filled out concerning
welfare status, pregnancy and
contraceptive history.
A class is held to familiarize
the patients with venereal
diseases and the different
methods of birth control such as
pills, foam and condoms, IUDs,
diaphragms and the rhythm
method.
�

Strict confidence is part of the
procedure; only clinic personnel
are allowed to see the records.
Releases can be obtained and
signed by the patient if records
are to be transferred to another
family planning center.
"About half of the girls are in
for revisits, and half are new
appointme nts," stated the
coordinator.

After class, personal consulta�.
tion is held with each individual
and then each patient is required
to give a urine sample to test for
diabetes, bladder and kidney
infections. A blood test for
anemia is given, which involves a
stab on the finger to draw a small
amount of blood.
A complete physical and
oreast examination is given by a
doctor followed by . another
consultation with a nur.se.
The doctor and the patient
decide on whjch method of birth
control will be used.

The office is open from 1 p.m.
to 4: 30 p.m. for drop-in visits,
phone calls for appointments and
general information about family
planning.
Patients are told to allow two
hours for their first appointment

if�l=�;@
�m�1'@�=���'mr��i

Supplies are provided at the
clinic_ and pills cost $1. If a
patient is trying a new brand of
pill for the first time, only · one
packet is given.
A revisit is scheduled for the
patient to test blood pressure
and to see if there are any side
effects such as weight gain or
nausea serious enough to require
further medical attention.
Usually problems that patients
have with a certain brand of pill
are cleared up by changing to
another brand.
After the first month pills are
usually given in three-month
supplies.
The fee ·for these services is
based 9n a sliding scale from
$0-$15 depending on what the
patient can afford.
"Eighty per cent of our
patients are college students,
which cuts back our funding,
because grants are aimed at low
income people," said Mrs.
Thelen ..
The clinic is staffed by coor
dinator Patsy Isakson, a public
(Continued on page 13)
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STUDENTS.
Payi ng Too t.\uch For
· Prescri pt i ons?

. Try Us For Better
Prices

We Guarantee _ ltl

�BC!JUT/ql}f."

by

They

National Education Association.

FAMILY SHOE
STORE

Open Late Fr�iday Even ing

SWEA

memberShip

�

4th & Pearl, Downtown

Central

can do thfs by contacting Strain

Style No. 779 ; Sizes : 5 - 13 ;
Colors: Green - black - white ·
Fabric : Acetate rayon;. Price
$45.00. This is the outfit for
today's wom a n ! Here we have a
sharp 3-piece suit that is ver
satile, dress it up or down !
Featuring the sla ck , j a cket and
blouse , it has a bright large
plaid , accentuated with the
white sleeveless pointed collar
blouse. The slacks display a
wide elephant leg giving the
skir t i l l usion w ith a w ide
waistband and back zipper. The
stunning jacket features a wide
pointed la pel collar , slit pockets
and tapered sleeves with puffed
shoulders. Tailored for today ' s
· wom a n , this outfit will m ake
you sparkl e !

MUN DY'S

a

joining the

FIDELITY UNION LIFE INSURANCE
700

attending

and interested in teaching may
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Intern iobSv.
1n political affairs

•

Another program soliciting for student
interns is Washington Involvement. This
organization focuses on state agencies and the
Joint Council of Higher Education.
Its intern positions are usually of an
administrative nature and serve to increase the
knowledge of those seeking administrative
positions after graduation.
Several democratic committees in the state
are sponsoring a Political Internship Program.
These intern positions are not paid but they
offer the intern experience worth while. The
students will get to work with the legislature as
well as learn the rudiments of campaigns and
voting.
The Law and Justice Planning Office will be
interviewing candidates for two winter quarter
intern positions in their project monitoring
section. They are paid positions offering in a
· short period �f time a wide variety of education
and experience in the criminal justice field.
- This office is interested in juniors and seniors
with a background in law, sociology, psychology,
political science or journalism and public
administration. The interviews will continue
until Dec. 1 so apply now.
Finally, the intern positions most attractive to
students are the ones offered by the Political
Science Department. These are positions
working with legislators during the legislative
session.
A student applies for . admission to the
program and then legisiators who desire interns
choose a student.
The position is paid · and you must live in
Olympia for winter quarter. Apply now,
interviews start soon.
Applications and information for all these
programs are available in the PAC office now.

by Linda Schodt
PAC co-chairman

·

REFINISHING SERVICE-The Elinview Center offers a furniture
Skip Mynar and an
refinishing service to the community.
Elmview client work together on a project. [Photo by Chang P.Jay]

Are you tired of learnfog everything from a
book? Do you think a little practical experience
might help?
Intern programs give you the opportunity to
learn while doing something useful and
interesting.
IPAC, the Intercollegiate Political Affairs
Commissiorr, is offering, for the fourth year, a
statewide learning experience in which three
areas of student involvement will be developed.
These areas will be the student's role in the
university decisions, impact on social issues, and
the general image of college students as
viewed by the citizens of Washington State.
Students who work with IPAC will live in
Olympia during the legislative session which
begins in January or remain on - campus.
In both cases individual study credits will be
arranged and approved.
The Olympia office has openings for two
students from Central and the campus PAC
office has openings for six students who will
work on legislation and research for part-time
credits in individual study. Come in now to
discuss it.
Another opportunity for students to partici
pate in the legislature is with the Citizen's
Conference on the Washington State Legisla
ture. Students are selected to work directly
with the conference supervisor on particular
issues of concern.
The student may stay as long as he is able
but a· minimum of one month is necessary. The
conference will assist in finding housing and all
expenses incurred while executing conference
duties will be reimbursed. Openings occur
monthly.

Students aid family planning clinic
(Cont�nued from

page

12)

health nurse who works part
time and volunteers. A board of
directors governs the clinic and
Dr. Paul Anderson is the health
officer. Local and college
physicians are paid to work one
night a month at the clinic.
Undergraduate students serve
the center and Lynne Cooper,
senior and Barb Giles, sopho
more, teach the class on Tuesday
nights.
Miss Cooper and Judy Moff are
participating in a field experi
ence program . offered by
Ce ntral's health education
department.
"Any family planning clinic
should have student volunteers,"
said Miss Giles. "It makes the
patients feel more at ease."
The coordinator stated some
of the staffs time is spent
speaking to classes such a �

·

biology and home economics, and
also in the dorms.
A medical exam must be given
once a year to patients or a
prescription will become out�
dated and pills will not be

N ew c hecks
ava i l a b l'e
being

new

a

Identicheck,

tion check and
tested

in

c ombina-

identification,

is

El lensburg

the

area by Pacific National Bank of
Washington.

chronic

A

,

for

local

individual

pre-

headache

merchants

is

identifying

the

the

senting a check .

problem

of

·

The new Identicheck checks in-

clude a photo of · the

available from the clinic to that
patient.
No prescriptions will be
refilled from private physicians
and only clinic patients may
obtain pills from the center
unless 'personally referred by
private physicians.
"The Family Planning Asso
ciation of Kittitas County
endorses the policy that contra
ceptive information and/or
services be made available to all
interested persons without
regard to race, religion, age or
marital statu s , " said Mrs.
Thelen.
· The clinic is located at 507
Nanum in Ellensburg.
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ECUMEN ICAL
CAMPUS
MI N ISTRY
Welcomes All To The Campus

Thanksgiving SERV I C E

COAT AND JACKET
FAMILY

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2 1
7:30 P.M.

SALE

Readi ngs from the Pi l grims
fore fathers . . . to the Pi l gr i ms of today .

Right Now, Before Winter Beelns You
Can Make Big Savings On Warm
Cozy Coats And Jackets.
Great Selection And
Prices You Won't
Belleve.

Reflection Commlttment
Music
Center for Campus Ministry
•

•

•

•

•

•

1 1 th and Alder - 925-31 96
Refreshments fol lowi ng the serv i ce .
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Book . buying habits
change with prices
Over the past seven years the
purchasing habits of Cen_tral
students have changep progres
sively, according toTom Hruska,
manager of Central's 6ookstore.
According to Hruska students
used to buy all their books at the·
beginning of each quarter. This
trend has changed to a more
delayed purchasing tendency.

the main one is the tremendous
increase in the number of
available books," Hruska stated.

He went on to say that during
the 1960's the · selection of
different books was about 15,000.
Today this figure has increased
to 106,000.
Jerry Williams, owner of
Jerrol's bookstore, agreed but
''This new pattern can be added that many schools force
attributed to many factors, but instructors to write. This is

known as the "publish or perish"
policy and is a method of rating
instructors for promotion.

petition between stores benefits they try to buy them at Jerrol's
because Central's bookstore did
the students.
"We both can stock the same not have enough used books.

Both men l!!l"eed some stu
dents will not buy books until the
subject matter -is being covered
in class. Other students will
collectively buy a book and
rotate it among the owners

type of product without having
the same brand name," Hruska
stated. Williams said they are
never caught completely short
because "both of us don't make
the same mistakes at the same
time."

•

Williams put the blame on
inflation. "Inflation is killing us.
The prices can't go any higher,"
he said. He stated the reason
book prices will not increase is
two-fold. The price c<>mmission
won't let the prices go up
anymore and student enrollment
is decreasing all over the nation.
Both men agreed the com-

telephone
hours change
VA

Beginning last week, the hours
of telephone service to Wash
ington veterans and their
dependents 'will be extended by
Many students stated they will the Seattle Veterans Admin
not buy all their books at the istration regional office, W.R.
beginning of the quarter. The Phillips, director, announced.
The extended hours in the
main reason for this is expense.
veterans assistance division of
/
The other reason is that the the regional office will be from
instructor wilf not make it 7:45 a.m. until 6:00 p.m., Monday
through all the required texts.
through Friday. The number to
When asked where they buy call will continue to be (Area
their books, the students stated Code 206) MAin 4-7200.

Friday, Nov.
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New . office crea ted
·to handle problems

that one· main problem is re: trieving information from the
Over the past , few years, , computer. There are so many
Central has been making an people using the computer and
effort to make pre-registration : priorities are getting fouled up.
available to students.
Harrison stated the California
In an effort to solve some of
State College at Longbeach has
the problems that have been had pre-registration
for the past
·
raised about this pre-registration
two years and has dropped its
program, Dr. James Brooks, progr
am because of questions
college president, in conjunction
concerning the possible alterna
with Dr·. Edward Harrington, tives.
vice president for academic
Harrison is asking many
affairs, and Stan Bohne, vice
president for business affairs, questions about pre-registration,
decided to form- an office here "Are the needs of the students
that would explore some of the being met? Do students need to
alternatives that would make see advisors more that they have
been? Would an alternative to
pre�registration possible.
pre-registration, such as mail
The Board of Trustees at
Central have created the new registration, or telephone registration, be better?"
office, the executive assistant to
_the president, and John Harrison
Harrison will also be dealing
has been appointed to fill the with cutbacks. It is up to him to
position.
decide where some of the cutThe obligations of the office, backs might come from and what
according to Harrison, are to might have to be cutback.
report directly to the . president
Harrison, a 1967 graduate
issues concerning registration, from California State University
andles
Tube
A
. Perry
TANDEM
Tent
TRICKm an ager,
Rowe,
h
'N
· computer center direction, insti- at Northridge, is very optimistic ·
the controls while recreation director Gerry Hover experiments with an alternative way to bring up the tutional research and admissions.
about his job and is looking
rear on one of the ren� shop's new tandem bicycles. [Photo by Bates]
Dr. Thomas Walterman , forward to helping the students
assIBtant to
nt
b y Bill Devney
staff writer

,

·

·

Rental shop expands
by Dave Larson
feature editor

pumps and inner tubes
floating the Yakima 'River.

There are. those students who
like to hunt. There are those
students who like to go camping.
The are even those who are
"out-doorsey" enough to really
get off on snow-shoeing.
Whatever your thing might be,
C entral has something which
provides students a means . of
getting out with nature, and it's
reasonably cheap.

for

New _to the shop this year are
six 10-speed bicycles, two fivespeed tandems and 10 pairs of
snow shoes.
"As far as we know, this is the
only campus in Washington and
possibly the West coast that has
this kind of service," reported
Hover.
Hover indicated the shop is
always open to suggestions as to
prices and future rental gear.
·

The Tent N' Tube Rental Shop, .
located next to the SUB games ·
The rental shop idea was first
room, has necessary gear for the conceived by Mike McLeod, a
camper, hunter, snow�shoer and · recreation student, who took and
even the snow tuber.
individual study to f?r�ula�e the

Under the direction of Gerry
Hover, director of recreation and
social activities, the rental shop
has been described as a good
program which plays an impor
tant role in attracting students to
campus and in making campus
life more attractive to them.
A benefit to the students; the
shop offers tents and tarps,
hiking packs, cook and hobo kits,
first aid kits, axes, saws, shovels,
buckets, lanterns, stoves and
compasses.

concept, work out the problems
and make the shop a reality.

With financial assistance from
ASC and RHC, the rental shop
began operation last spring and
was allocated $1,500 from
Rover's budget this year.
Open from 11 a.in. to 2 p.m.
daily and 11 a.m. to noon on
weekends the Tent N� Tube shop
offers daily, weekend and weekly
rental prices.
The prices, which can be found
on the May page of the ASC
activities calendar; "have been
significantly lowered from what
is shown and that's a bargain,"
said Hover.

:;;;:;���;e r;�
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Write: Love; Middle World, Inc.
Kennedy Hall, C.W.S.C. Wiii Receive Form

If you've got a foreign car, · we' re your friend·.
We're a foreign c�r specia lists, and we've got a
com plete l ine of • foreign ca r parts, plus we do
repairs. So if you've got a foreign ca r and need
parts or repairs, visit us.

The shop also rents rubber
rafts, paddles, life vests, air
pumps and inner tubes for
floating the Yakima River.

The shop also rents rubber
rafts, paddles, life vests, air

INDEPE�i>ENT ·A UTO REPAIR
603 North Main

925-5539

TRY SPAGHETTI FO R LUNC.H

99•

Pizza Place is now serving Spaghetti,· ·_
French Bread, and Salad for lust
·

•

•

.•

HAPPY HOURS--5-6 PM MON.··SAt

85•,..,

1 5•

PITCHERS

.

•

SCHOONERS

spo Anytim e

FREE POOL NOON-3 PM

. Gal lons to go

THE PIZZA PLACE
FREE DELIVERY AFTER 6

( In The Plaza)

925-9948 .

Pbone ahead for reservations !

·
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Registration planned
for all in field house

by Bill Devney
staff writer

The City of Ellensburg is in the
Pre-registration will not be be released by Nov. 20, said process of planning a major river
'
front park system.
held winter quarter, according to Bovos.
Presently, the only public
Lou Bovos, acting registrar.
There are many advantages to
areas
in Ellensburg that provide
Approximately 52 per cent of this type of registration, he
aq uatic recreation are the
the students had problems with explained.
p r e - r e g i s t r a t i o n , e. x p 1 a i n e d
There will be an academic Nicholson Pavilion pool · and an
Bovos. Students found classes advisement staff at the field outdoor pool at Memorial Park,
they thought were open were house for students needing help operative only during the
summer.
actually closed.
with their schedules.
Ellensburg's only real oppor
A
representative
from
each
Many students also had to get
tunity for outdoor water
department
will
be
on
hand
to
permission from instructors . to
oriented recreation i s the
enter classes, causing another offer specialized counseling or to Yakinia River and some small
grant
permission
to
take
a
closed
trip back to Mitchell Hall, he
ponds and lakes formed by the
class.
said.
State Highway D epartm ent
There also will be someone
borrow pit operations.
Students faced othe� problems present to sign overload slips.
Up until two years ago, Rotary
with pre-registration such as
This type of registration will Park was a major point for river
credit changes, change of in
save many steps and much time. . activities. It was an ideal location
structor and class schedule
When the student leaves the for river floaters to enter or
changes.
fieldhouse, said Bovos, he will leave the water.
Registration for winter
know what classes he has with
Recently, the owner reclaimed
quarter will be in the fieldhouse
out having· to worry about class his property and closed the park
Jan. 2 and 3.
closures, deletions, or instructor to the public.
Graduating students and changes.
The River Front Park System
seniors will register first follow
"This fieldhouse system will is part oL a six year comprehen
ed by other students.
give us time to develop a more sive plan funded by the State
Registration will follow an sophisticated system of registra
Intera gency Committee for
alphabetical schedule, which will tion," he said.
·
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We h ave t � e m fo r m ost a l l n ew
cars m ad e . Ret read s a n d · n ew! !

·

TIRE CHAINS

FO R MOST
I M PORTED &
AM ERICAN CARS.

. sgao

STARTING AT

Per set

A USTI N
AUDI
BMW
CAPRI
MAZDA
FOREIGN PICKUPS

M lchel l n· Winte r Radla ls
AL� S I Z ES I N STO C K N OW!
Some sizes - supplies are limited
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The land for this program is
found on the east side of the
Yakima River, · starting just
above the Elk's golf course and
continuing down the river to
Thrall.
Another part of this program
is the development of several
water supply wells. It has been
recommended that this site be
used for picnicking, fishing,
sunning on a beach adjacent to
- .

...

=
•

could be water access and boat launching.
Roadside ponds
Other parts of this com
developed into areas for swimming, fishing, sail boating, or prehensive plan will be the
perhaps a passive lake for '°"rlevelopment of the Mattoon
picnicking and quiet contemp- Pond area and the city land fill
garbage area when it is comlating.
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Outdoor Recreation, the Federal the river, and be equipped with
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, picnic and stove shelters, rest
rooms, a parking area, and
and the City of Ellensburg.
Pub).ic fishing reserves, sites bicycle trails.
to launch boats, canoes and river
Another place similar to the
rafts, plus picnic and swimming well site is the Thrall area. This
areas are badly needed. The land was originally purchased by
river could support m.ore recrea- Ellensburg for extracting gravel,
tional activity but water access · but has been turned over to the
must be provided. Bicycle trails city's park department for use as
along the river dike could be tied a riverfront park.
The State Game Department
into the bicycle routes presently
purchased 10 acres of the site for
being used by the city.
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Some of the pending programs
offered by the Department of
Parks and Recreation that will be
open to students at Central this
year are p ott�ry and ceramics,
sq uare dancing and men's
basketball.
Any male student at Central
not already a member of M.I.A.
is eligible to be on a basketball
team.

The parks department is
looking for persons interested in
teaching pottery and ceramics
and for others that are exper
ienced basketball officials for the
men's basketball program.

For further information
regarding programs offered by
the city, contact the Parks and
Recreation Office in City Hall,
962-9863 .

Orch es tra
to · perform ,
Central's symphony orchestra
will make its first public appear
ance of the 1972-73 season with a
concert at 3 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 19. .
in Hertz Recital Hall.
The opening conce.rt will
feature solo performances by
winners of Central's piano-string
scholarship auditions.
In addition, one of the numbers
to be performed by the orchestra
will be "Oriental Dance" written
by Prof. Hall Macklin, of Central.
Under direction of Prof.
Clifford C. Cunha, the orchestra
will present Mussorgsky' s
"Night o n Bald Mountain,"
Bartok' s
"Rumanian
Folk
Dances" and concertos by Mozart
and Beethoven.
The Mozart and Beethoven
works will be quest solo perfor- ·
mances by Lisa Bergman, of
Seattle, pianist, and Beth
Kintner, of Wenatchee, violinist.
Miss Bergman, one of the
scholarship audition winners, is a
student of Neal O'Doan, Univer
sity of Washington piano
professor, and Miss Kintner is a
student of Dr. Herbert Bird, of
Central's faculty.
·
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. R ECORD .SALE ! ! ·
-

Yes folks, it's true. Th e Book store -'5 record sale, wh ic h
you 've -been waiting for, is ha ppening n ow. Better h u rry!
.

"·

.

A LL REGULAR STEREO - ALBUMS O N SALE! ·.
·

Just Two Exain p l es Qf T,h e Val ues Yo u ' l l Fin d : (

_

u.g

g ested List ·_
1 . $5 .981 Manufacture r's S
$4.69 Bookstore Regu lar Price

N O W O N LY

s359

2. $4 .98 Man ufactu rer's· Suggested List
$3.60 Bookstore Regu lar Pri-c e

8

· SA LE P R I C E O �l y

Sf17

TRA C K TAP ES O N SAL E TOO ! .

FO R EXAMPLE :.

$6.95 M anufactu rer's Sugg ested List
$5._. 39 Bookstor e Regu lar Price

N O W O N SA LE FO R . J UST

s459 �

·H

O U RS :

8 :30-4:30
Monday- Friday
• ·

C OLLEGE _ BOO KSTORE.
\

.

.
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claim EvCo crown
to get the 'Cats in the e:rid zone
twice, using his arm both times.
He fired a nine-yard strike to
flanker Terry Anderson in the
first quarter and a picture
perfect 27-yard bo�b to split end
Randy Magruder on the last play
of the half.
The 14-0 score didn't illustrate
the 14-3 gap in first downs
enjoyed by Central, the 110-29
rushing total nor the 139-12 tally
in the passing yardage column. '
But those seven penalties were
good for 80 yards to help even
things out, and both interceptions came when the 'Cats were
knocking on the door.
Eastern Oregon bounced back
in the second half behind the
passing of Mike White and the
catching of Greg Oveson to make
a game of it.
White, despite playing with a
badly sprained ankle, completed
18 of 28 passes for 240 yards and
two touchdowns, and the
diminutive Oveson nearly killed
the 'Cats on third down plays by
snagging 7 for 98 yards.
White found split end Andy
McGladrey behind his defender
for a 31-yard score with 10: 06 to
play in the third period to get the
Mounties on the board.

by Roger Underwood
sports editor

If one word could be used to
describe a football game, the
appropriate
adj ective
for
Ce ntral's 28-19 E vergreen
Conference win over Eastern
Oregon would be bizarre.
In a game that saw . 17
penalties, six fumbles and a
78-yard quarterback sneak, Tom
Parry's big red wrapped up the
'72 EvCo title with a perfect
league mark.
There were also two EvCo
individual records that fell to
Wildcat performers.
John Coen established a new
conference total yardage mark
on his long TD sprint, finishing
with 2,116 yards total in nine
game·s.
Free safety Pat Maki, an All
EvCo pick a year ago, lived up to
his billing by filching 11 passes,
tying the existing EvCo standard
in that department.
The Wildcats sputtered
through the first half, using
seven penalties and two pass
interceptions to keep the visitors
close only on the scoreboard.
Otherwise, the halftime stats
were grossly one-sided.
Quarterback Coen did manage

·

But fullback R.J. Williams,
who pushed. himself over the
1,000 yard plateau with his 171
total Saturday, rammed over
from two yards out early in the
fourth quarter to give the
Wildcats some breathing room.
Things were looking · pretty
good about then, but EOC's Max
Goin picked up a Jack Weber
bobble and romped 30 yards to
narrow the gap to 21-12, and a
later White to McGladrey
connection made it downright
scary at 21-19.
The two missed PATs by the
_Mounties were looking big.
Then Coen, who had been
harassed in the backfield all
afternoon by EOC defenders,
caught the - Mo.unties with their
.
linebackers down.
Actually they were up,
stunting as they had all afternoon, but it was a hello-goodbye
type play for 78 yards and six big
points.
The win wasn't overly impressive, but the trophy that will
adorn the pavilion case will be.
The Wildcats close out their
season with a Thanksgiving day
tussle with Portland State in the
Rose City

•------

Sports
'

·

Varsi#y cagers debut
\liS '.
y
talented. alums
j

by Elliott Grieve
contributing writer
·

If you think the housewife was left defenseless when her husband
took away the Rightguard, you should see just how defenseless
Central basketball coach Dean Nicholson is following a series of
pre-season misfortunes.
Not only has Nicholson lost his right guard, but his left guard,
backup guard and a couple of other backcourt hopefuls.
To complicate matters, the first game of the year is Saturday and
the opponents feature a team with four All-Americans.
T? e pre-season e�ents that left Nicholson defenseless?
.
First, Robert Williams,
a talented starter a couple of seasons ago on
the team that reached the second round of national tournament in
Kansas City, was expected to return to Central for his senior year.
However, during the summer , Williams came down with a
mysterious ailment that causes circulation problems and physicians
recommended that h e not play this year. Scratch t� e right guar? .
. .
.
Next �ernard Williams,
the Most Valuable . Pl_ayer m Washmgton s
commumty college tournament last year, withdrew from school for
pers� nal reasons and returne� to his home in Washington, D.C .
.
.
Nicholson felt he had the pobental to be one of the best players m
Central history. Scratch the left guard.
- Then as if to make matters worse, Nicholson learned that Danny
Redmond, a sophomore transfer from Seattle Community College,
eligible because of a new transfer rule. Scratch the backup

.
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' These three, in addition to a couple of other. early. disappointments,
•·H A WAi i CHA RTE R F LI G H T . s ch edu l ed
have sort of dampened early season enthusiasm m Ellensburg.•
•

•
March 17-25 1 973 .
•
• Spend spring vacation in beautiful
•
• FA RE & R EEF HOTEL
. . . .

Attention all amateur milers!
A turkey trot mile will be held Still, Nicholson who has a 185-44 record after eight years as the
• at Tomlinson field track Wildcat's mentor, feels "We'll have a good team if we get maturity
of some �ey players."
.
.
Hawaii • Tuesday, Nov. 21 for all comers outTha
!" maturity, may com� th1s. Saturday night at 8 p.m. when the
except Central track · and crossalumm return for a couple of hours for the annual alumni-varsity
• country
athletes .
contest.
.
w·
$229.95 .
mners
o f th � three prizes
•
•
The oldtimers boast a lineup that includes four NAIA
.• .
�1� . be , dete:mmed by the All-Americans and a host of former All-Conference performers.
. . . $239.95
e FARE & MOANA HOTEL . .
.• �ndr�idual s e �bmate of how l�ng Heading the list of returnees will be Central's alHime scoring
• FARE ALON E
$ 1 65
• it will take him .to run the mile. leader, Mel Cox. The 6-5 pivot holds almost every Wildcat scoring
The person with the closest record.
•
• estimate wins a t�rkey, the Joining Cox up front, will be crowd-pleasing Dave . Benedict,
Telephones : Dr. Cru m, 963- 1 67 1
•
se�ond-place guess wms a small another former Wildcat All-American.
M rs. Ash m u n , (206 ) 623-0950 . chicken.
•
•
Bringing the ball up the floor for the alums will be Dave Allen and
• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - • The event, sponsored by the Theartis
Wallace ' a backcourt combination that could challenge
�hy�i�al E �ucation Depart� �nt, anyone.
To: Dr. J. Wesley Crum
• 1� dwided mto three class1ficaNo. 31 Black Hall
Allen is the second leading scorer in Wildcat history and played in
•
tions: College personnel and every game during his four-year Central career .
CWSC
• I am intere ted in charter fli ght to Hawai i . Send i nformation •
• Ellensburgers, women students Leading the varsity attack will be two-time All-American Richard
me? studen�s:
• and reservation forms.
Hanson. The 6-4 senior from Blaine will be trying to become the firs1
.
• andThe
first classification runs at Central player to become a three time · All-American .
•
•
3 � .m., the second at 3:30 and the Sophomore Dave McDow, 6-7, from Ellensburg, will get the '
• Name
•
third at �·
-.
. .
starting nod at the other forward. Senior 6-5 Ron Weber will start at
• Address
• Th ere is a 15 mmute 1im1t per the pivot.
mile and time pieces of any kind ,.
No. of Persons
Telephone
'
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-�!ftlff_,S .COUPON AND SAVE

! � OFF ON ONE
GALLON OF

HOMOGENIZED OR 2%

MILK

EVERY DAY IS A " SP ECIAL DAY " AT YOU R
NEARBY MAI D O ' C LOVER DA I RY STORE

�t�N�!!Day . .Pt. 23$
.

-THURSD AY
Butter Day . . lb.

TUESDA Y
Ice Cream Day. .� Gal,

WEDNESDAY
Half & Half Day Pt.
LOWEST SELF SERVI CE PRI CES
ON MAJOR- BRAND GAS
.

.

MA ID 0' C LOVE R
DRIVE-IN DAIRY STORE
7th & Mai n

�

. "-
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Retu rn to top ?

Grapplers look impressive
by Chris Boushey
sports writer

After falljng from first in the nation in 1971 to
fourth in 1972, head wrestling coach Eric
Beardsley must have figured the only place for
his team is back at the top. If his recurting is any
sign, that's where he'll be in 1973.
To bolster his returning corps, Beardsley
went out and got four top transfers and four top
freshmen to lead the Wildcats this winter.
There are big holes to fill after the loss of
many key men. Gone are Ray Blondin at 177
pounds, a national placer a year ago, Dave
Smith, Heavyweight, Wayne Schutte, 118
pounds, and the biggest loss of all, Craig
Skeesick, national champ in '71 and runnerup in
'72.
Those are large holes to fill but Beardsley
figures he's got the men to do it.
"I really think we are going to have a good
team," said Beardsley, "potentially there are
five or six kids that could place in the nationals,
barring injuries of course."
Leading the returning lettermen is Tom Omli,
who placed second in the nationals last year at
190 pounds. Omli, a senior by way of Puyallup
High School, was the state community college
champion at Green River.
Also back are two sophomores everyone was
talking about a year ago. One is ' Greg Gowens, a
conference champion as a freshman and the
other is Kit Shaw of Sunnyside.
Gowens, from Sehome of Bellingham, was the
142 pound class state champ as a senior in high
school and won the conference championship at
that weight a year ago.
Shaw, at 126 pounds last year, had a hard time
trying to make weight and missed a few meets
because of that problem. He was· the state
champ in '70 and placed third in '71. According
to Beardsley . Shaw is a "great wrestler.'!
Other returning lettermen ·are Lee Reiche�t,

·

soph. at 1 18 pounds who was out most of last
year with a knee injury, Jim Adams (167), Dave
Bossert (158), and Jim Novak (167).
Top transfers to help the 'Cats seek their
eighth straight conference championship are
John Burkholder, former high school champ
from North Thurston, who competed one year at
the University of Oregon before going into the
service. Burkholder will be wrestling at 150
pounds.
.
Another top transfer is Doug Hatcher, from
Columbia Basin Community College, who was
the state high school champ at 134 pounds. He's
joined by Stewart Hayes, from Olympic
Community College, who placed third in the
state for them at 167 pounds. The other transfer
is Damingo Montelongo at 118 p<;>unds, who was
the state high school champ while at Sunnyside
· High School.
The biggest (literally in this sense) of the
freshmen is Greg Williams from Davis High
School in Yakima in the heavyweight division.
Williams, who weighs in at 370 pounds to go
with his 6'3" frame was the. 1972 heavyweight
champion in the AAA meet.
Another top frosh is Mike Hubbard from
Washougal, last years state champ at 126
pounds. Dennis Harvey from Sultan High School
who placed second in the state last year will be
wrestling at 150 pounds.
"We have an exciting group of wrestlers to
watch this year," remarded Beardsley, "They'll
be rea.l crowd pleasers."
If those remarks hold true and they win their
matches while pleasing the crowd, look for the
Wildcat wrestlers to be number one_ in the
spring.

WINNING STYLE-Coach Betty Putnam's field hockey team in action.
The Wildkittens, who lost to a highly touted Washington State team
and tied Western Washington last weekend, end their season
tomorrow in a five state British Columbia J'ournament.

Second straight grid
Crown for 'Jobbers

This weekend the grapplers open their season
with a meet in Vancouver B.C. That meet is an
invitational meet and Central's usual menace,
the University of Washington will be there.

Hockey club
divide s f\No

· Y ES ,

SUN EAST SKI
AREA IS HERE TO
STAY!

Defense was the name of the
game for Central's women's field
hockey team last weekend. They
lost to a powerful Washington
State University squad 2-1 and
then tied Western Washington
State College 1-1.
The defense· got most of the
notices from pleased coach Betty
Putnam. The stop corps "played
the best they ever had" this year
against WSU, Miss Putnam
indiCated. She said this was her
team's third loss to the Pullman
women this season but was much
closer than before.
Concentration on a more
aggr-essive defense in practice
was the reason given by Miss
Putnam for such a defensive
standout by her hockeyists.

1 0 m iles from E� burg � Open
when th e snow flies w ith
PNS IA recog nized Sk i Schoo l
and n ite skiing .
.

N EW YAMAHA - MODEL

The women end their season
with a five-state tournament
tomorrow in- British Columbia.
Host, University of British
Columbia is the strongest team
entered in the tourney, said Miss
Putnam, which: includes teams
from Oregon, Washington, Idaho
and Montana.

1 973 yAMAHA SM -292

I

This little machine has the Works, 20 hp, 300
lbs., Disc-1.frakes, autolube, 5 Gal. fuel tank, and
much more.

N ow.

•

•

MILL 'S SAD DLE 'N TOG S
·

Presents To You

••

FLAMENCO

FREE DEMONSTRATION RI DES

Be Sure you try before you. buy. Ride any Sno
Jet or Yamaha you are Interested in and be
sure you hav.e riden the best.

YAM AHA OF ELLENS BURG
·

400 ·�- 5th

Unbeaten in 1971, unbeaten in game 20-8.
After the game BSC protested
1972, the Head Jobbers are again
the rulers of the MIA football on the grounds that Blitzville
was using ineligible players. The
world.
To say the least, the 1972 title protest was granted after
was decided last Wednesday thorough checking. BSC moved
when the Head Jobbers squeak into the finals with the Head
ed by the Reltnies 10-0. It was Jobbers after playing only one
the lowest output of the season playoff game.
The final game in the playoffs
for the Jobbers.
The Reltnies and Jobbers, for the 1972 title could be
both unbeaten before their semi described in a variety of ways.
final match, couldn't get their For instance, it contained one
offernses moving in their crucial small fistfight, it started ten
game and at the half the Jobbers minutes late, it was cold and
dark, and BSC started the game
led 2-0.
That score came on a safety with only six players.
The Head Jobbers scored the
which developed after the
Jobbers had driven to the first ti1'1 e they had the ball on a
one-yard lin'e . That drive, which three-yard run by Gary Wil
stalled on the one, was set up on liams, MIA's best quarterback.
a 45-yard pass that hit the Williams passed to Herb Gullick
ground in front of the receiver son for the extra points and the
and into his hands and was called Jobbers looked well on their way
complete by the officials
to a complete . rout.
BSC could go nowhere on their
The Head Jobbers had one
more chance to score in the first first set of downs and a pass
half when safety Roger Miller interception by, Tom Sewell, his
intercepted a Reltnie pass. That first of two during the afternoon,
drive was stalled when Bob set up the Jobbers second. score.
Williams again hit Gullickson
Utech ' intercepted for the
with a 50-yard pass to take the
Reltnies.
The Head Jobbers sealed away ball to the 10 where another
the victory with a pass from pass, this time to Rori Angeles,
Gary. Williams, to Miller from 18 made the score 14-0 in favor of
yards out. A pass to Ron Angeles the Jobbers.
That's the way it went until
put the game on ice.
Blitzville, with . probably the late in the game when BSC
second best quarterback in the . scored on a pass from Paul King
MIA, Jerry Olsen, and the to Elmo Harris from five yards
smallest middle linebacker with out. rhe important extra point
"Monkey" Mayeda, swamped the was no good and the Jobbers won
BSC in the other semi-finals the game 14-6.

·

925-9330
/

F I at

Authe ntic
bri m .
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Match i ng

1 00%
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The ir greatest selectio n s
of hats For You !
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I nd i a n style .
beaded band .
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M ILL'S SADD LE 'N TOGS
4th and Main - 962-23 1 2
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Backpacking made easier
by Mike Deffenbaugh
staff writer

It is possible for twentieth
century man to live an entire
lifetime without taking a breath
that is not polluted.
Here in the Pacific Northwest
we are surrounded by specta
cular mountain ranges, dynamic

constitutes discomfort.
When preparing for a back
packing trip you should include a
sleeping bag, knife, flashlight,
tarp, canteen, matches, toilet
articles, map and compass, first
aid kit, rope, pack frame and bag,
and personal optionals.
Clothing should be comfort
ably loose and your boots should
be well broken in and water
proof. Moleskin is nice to have
along for prevention of blisters,
and a change of socks is
necessary. A crushable hat, a
sweater, and a jacket are items
which should never be left at
home.
Canned foods should be
avoided because of their weight.
Concentrated foods, - high in
protein, are the best.
Never hike with fewer than
three people unless you have
unlimited experience. Yet large
groups should be divided to
prevent confusion on small trails.

An area should always be left
cleaner than before arrival and
camp should always be set up
with sufficient daylight.
Never let your body tempera
ture drop below normal func
tioning level. This is called
"Hyperthermia" and can be
extremely detrimental to your
health.
Presently there are no course
: offerings for students interested
in backpacking. There is, how
ever, a course in camp counseling
involving two hikes during the
' quarter, but it's primary concern
·is with counseling and it is
essentially a waste for back
packers.
If interested in a backpacking
class being offered spring
quarter please contact Dr. Helen
'McCabe of the recreation
department. If there is enough
inter"est, there is a possibility
that a course may be offered
during spring quarter.

I

Harriers fall to fifth �.

Cross country finished for
Central last Saturday in Walla
Walla at NAIA District I champ
ionships. The team did not run in
expected form, intimated Coach
Tom Lionvale, and only managed
to beat Eastern Washington in
the final team placings.
Western Washington, hard
pressed by Whitworth, won by
only two points. The individual
winner for the meet was Jim
Isett from Whitworth in a time,
for the five-mile course, of
26: 26.0.
The Northwest will now be
represented by Western in the
National Cross Country Meet to
be held in Liberty, Mo., to
morrow.
Top finishers for Central were
Steve Curd who ran 27:32.0 for
15th place, followed by Len Kunz
in 17th place.
Coach Lionvale made little
comment on the team's showing
·

J but did hint that he was looking
' forward to an interesting year intrack.
The team placings in the NAIA
District I Meet were: Western
40, Whitworth 42, Whitman 70,
Pacific Lutheran 93 and Central
97. Eastern did not have a full
team.

Manager wan-lfed
Assistant

bas�etball

'an opening for a freshman to
manage the junior varsity
basketball team. Those interest
ed in the job should contact
Sorenson in the pavilion immedi
ately.
Anyone interested in keeping
statistics at home basketball
games should see assistant
sports information director
Elliott Grieve in Edison 106. An
experienced statistician would be
preferred.

rivers and a profusion of colors
only a small percentage of our
people respect.
One way to intoxicate yourself
naturally and rediscover tne
unmatched wilderness we have
at hand, is to backpack. But you
should be familiar with the
fundamental details before
planning a 'trip, because lack of
preparation almost always

We' l l send you all fou r of O ly's 20 "x 26 "
s k i posters pictured here (three
above in b lack and wh ite, Ofle on the

Music Works

left i n fu l l cql6r) when you send us
you r check or money order for $2. 75.
·

304 N. Main St.

In other words, you get fou r great ski
posters and we get $2. 75.

We Have

•

Now what could be a better deal

than that?

Reasonabl� rep,air

rates on

� ------------------------ ------------

stringed in

'

struments.

•

Used

istruments

Fender

Stratocaster

Mandolin

-

•

��nqa

Maya

The Gfft Shop,

$45.00

OLYM PIA BREWI NG COMPAN Y

drum $45 .00

New

instruments-

P. O. BOX

1•

del ivery.

PLEASE PRINT PLAINLY

azines.

(First Name)

• Duicimers
• Strings, picks and
other
More

98507

Please al low 3-4 weeks for

$98.00
guitar $85

• Rolling Stone mag

•

947

O lymp ia, Wash ington

Dobro

Yamaha

Enclose check or money order
made payable to OLYMP IA

B REWI NG COMPAN Y. Cash
cannot be accepte d. Return the
complete d form and check to :

$200.00.

·

(Last Name)

(Street Address)

accessories.

(City)

tool

HAVE A NICE DAY!

O l y m p i a Brew i n g Company, Tumwater, Wash i n g ton

*

'?IY * ®

coach

; stan Sorenson reports ther'e is

Here•s an offer for
powder buffs.

Gentl e
B lessing

I
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Job market declines for education maiors
.

.

The job market de_clined for
education - majors at Central during the 1971-72 placeme�t year ,
according to t he Career Planning
.
and Placement Office.
The market for, arts and sciences majors rem ained about the
same.
For the first tim e in many
years there were fewer _openings
in elementary schools than in
secondary schools.
This reduction can be attributed·
to tighter school budgets, levy
failure and lower enrollments ,
·

. '··
· '

'

said Dean Owens, director of
placement .
" The amount of arts and scieHce majors accepting new posi-·
tions was about 50 per cent, "
stated Owens .
This figure is about the same
every year and Owens does not
predict any increase in this year 's
graduates .
Teaching areas showing the
largest percentage of newly ac. cepted positions were elementary
special education, industrial ·arts,
mathematics, women ' s physical

education, secondary special education, reading specialists and
speech therapy.
' 'The figures from our job
acceptance forms received to date
indicated that 55 per cent of the1971-72 education graduates have
accepted new positions . "
He added that this does not
mean that 45 per cerit of the
students are actively seeking
positions.
Job acceptance figures show
the following breakdown: new
positions - 55 per cent; entering

Consu mer information due soon

Help for Central students with
consumer problems will be avail
able soon in the newly-formed
Consumer Protection Center,
located in the ASC · office.

be to provide information about
various kinds of insurance poli
cies for home and automobile and
to help students with housing
problems.

Heading the center will be
Carol Morgan, Central junior and
home economics major.
The center's main function,
according to Miss Morgan, will

Product and price information
also will be given. The center will
offer assistance to students with
class projects in consumer
matters.

·

A � N @ U � C � M � NU !
'

Goofy's is very sorry to announce that
due to circumstan ces ·beyond our con
trol, we ha�e been forced to delay
our scheduled G rand O pening. The
previously set date of opening simply
did not allow for total completion of
our facility. Due to th is the opening

date has been set 'back approximate

ly ten days. We wish to express our
thanks for the continued support and
cooperation of the people of Ellensbur
throughout this p roiect and
ask that you accept our
apolo gies for th is delay.

. Z I T T / I \ N /C S
I

I

500 MT. VIEW, ELLENSBU RG

TAKE IT HOM E
OF C RED �T !

Why the need for a center like
this at Central?
"Many people have these
problems and we would like to
help them find. the answers,"
comments Miss Morgan.

AT YOUR
B OOKSTORE

------- --

In certain areas of consumer
concern the center will work
cooperatively with Ellensburg
residents wherever pertinent
consultation can be obtained.
Ron Sims, former ASC president
who now works for a research
center in Olympia and Attorney
General Slade Gorton also will
give assistance.

I

Funding of the center will be
provided by the Sutdent Rights
Commission. It will rely on the
Campus Crier and radio station
KCWS for publicity.
A specific opening day has not
been set, according to Miss
Morgan, because "more informa
tion has to be gathered first."
The center's telephone ·number
is 963-1693. Miss Morgan also
may be reached at 963-2866.

W-4 fo r m s
ava i l a b le
For individuals who had
difficulties last year with their
Wage and Tax Statement (form
W-2) reaching the correct
address, the payroll office would
like to remind them to come by
the office and fill out a new W--4
form. W-4 forms are ·the only
permanent source of address ·
information the payroll office
has.

armed forces - two per cent;
returning to college - four per
cent; other work - 10 per cent;
still available - eight per cent
and no response was 21 per cent .
Owens stated that some of the
students in the "no response"
category have some type of

job; these students have been
contacted again to obtain the
needed information.
Counties that hired the largest
number of graduates were Y a kima with 60, King with 55 ,
Pierce with 3 7, Clark with 29
and Cowlitz with 2 1 .
·

-

Why Teach ?
Editor's note: The "advertisement" for teachers printed below was
first published in the 1920s in several editions of the Hyakem,
Central's now defunct yearbook. The Crier reprints it today not only
as spiritual replenishment for those already in the teaching
profession, but as an inspiration for those about to enter this uplifting
career field .

i. Teaching pays. Besides ever-increasing financial compensation,
the teaching profession offers the highest . social sanctions and
rewards.
2. Teaching is a growing profession. The nation now requires the
services of 700,000 teachers. There is a strong demand that teachers
be better trained. As training increases, the financial and social
rewards likewise increase.
3. Teaching offers a growing career. The well-trained teacher need
have no fear of unemployment, but may look forward to increasing
opportunities commensurate with added training and growth in
personal fitness.
4 .. Teaching offers mental and moral growth. The soundest mental
and moral processes are involved in the making of good citizens.
5. Teaching inspires high ideals. There is nothing nobler or more
practical than to shape and to guide the ideals and practices of . the
young citizens who are soon to be the nation's responsible leaders.
6. Teaching is service. Those who enter this high calling enjoy the
spiritual development and true happiness that come from rendering
real service to the republic.
7. Teaching insures big opportunities. With growth and inspiration
come multiplied opportunities for self-improvement, for rearing the family in a wholesome atmosphere and for living and building on life's
best side.
8. · Teaching is practical patriotism. Inspiring young citizens and
directing problems of citizenship practice is a ministry essential to a
democracy.
9. Teaching is the profession of professions. Measured by the
standards that make life genuinely rich and happy, teaching offers
opportunities beyond those of other professions. Teaching is the
· clearing-house of the past, the guide of the present and the prophet of
the future. It is therefore necessary that the nation's finest talents
should b� consecrated to public education upon which the perpetuity
of American ideals and the salvation of the republic depend.
·

·

·

Bicycl ing possible
on Blewett Pass

The old Blewett Pass road may
Rock slides have occurred
be added to the list of Bicycle since its closure as a state high
Day highways Gov. Dan Evans . way in 1957, but at least one lane
announced.
of highway is open throughout
The State Highways Depart the entire route.
ment has contacted the U.S.
The Highway Department
Forest Service about using this welcomes participation in
former section of Highway 97 planning special bicycle days,
and which could start with the
Ellen s_burg
between
All address changes need to be · Wenatchee for bicycles next advent of good weather next
made before Dec. 13, so that the year.
year, Evans said.
new information can be trans
Andrew C. Wright, supervisor
ferred to the earnings state of the Wenatchee National Gobblers are
ments before they are mailed.
Forest, told the High way
Department that the Forest
bobble rs
Service would be happy to make
As much as we -enjoy turkey on
it available to bicyclists.
Thanksgiving, there is one fact
This section of old highway has we have to face: turkeys are
been abandoned since the new dumb.
NOTH ING DOWN �
modern highway was opened
A poultry expert at the
across Swauk Pass.
University of California tells
Science Digest, "I don't know of a
This 10-mile section of the old
Blewett Pass highway has some domesticated animal with a
lower I.Q. In fact, baby turkeys
grades averaging 5 per cent and
TODAY-ON APPROVAL
have to be taught to eat and
a few steeper sections that- could
challenge the most h ardy drink."
cyclists, Evans said.
We may be doing them a favor
The highest point along the by putting them on the table at
• Ca meras
scenic old road is 4,064 feet.
Thanksgiving.
• Rifl es
• Ster eo Co mpo ne nt s
• Tape P l ayers

Youth Ca rd Sales
Yo uth Fare Ticke ts
Eu ra i l Passes
Britra i l Passes

• Re corders

• Ski s - Bi nd i ng s

O r any Big Ticket Items. Take U p
To 24 Months To Pay. Bank Ca rd
Interest Rate .

-

A l l Ai rlines Re p rese nted
434

N o rth S p rague

by Patty Piper
cat-a-log editor

MASTER'S CANDIDATES

Beth & Cinde will entertain at
Central tonight from 7:30 to 10
pit.
SUB
the
in
p.m.
C H I ALPHA

. Chi Alpha sponsors "College
Forum" which meets Sunday
mornings from 9: 30 to 10:30 in
the Grupe Conference Center.·
Chi Alpha Christian Fellow
ship meets Monday at 7 p.m. at
1009 D St.
I.V.C.F.

Christian
Inter-Varsity
Fellowship will hold a meeting
Sunday at 8 p.m. at 601 N.
Chestnut in the "brown house."
BADMINTON TOURNAMENT

There will be a badminton
tournament Nov. 27, 28 and 29.
Sign-ups will be held in'Nicholson
Pavilion 106A Monday through
Wednesday.
Competition will be held in
mixed doubles, men's singles and
women's singles. There will be a
25 cent charge for each event
entered. This tournament is
being sponsored by Co-Rec. The
first tournament will be Nov. 27
at 8 p.m.
LA LECHE BAKE SALE

The La Leche League will hold
a bake sale Monday from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m. in the SUB pit. The
bake sale will help benefit the La
Leche League, an organization
·devoted to helping mothers
breast feed their babies.
c.s.c.o.
The Christian Science College
Organization will meet Tuesday
at 6 p.m. in SUB 206.
VETERAN'S CLUB

Central's Veteran's Club_ will
meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in SUB
103. Anyone is welcome. There
will be a business meeting a:rid a
revision of the constitution.
S.I.M.S.

Students' International
Meditation Society meets
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in imB 207.
Advance lecture tapes by
Maharishi are to be played each
week.
Those interested in trans
cende ntal meditation may
contact Nick Parsons at 925-4704.

Master's cand idates must
comJ>lete all requirements for the
master's degree through the
.Graduate Office before Dec. 4 for
fall quarter graduation.
G.I. BILL PAYMENTS

G .I. Bill retro-active payments
are not counted _ as income for
food stamp purposes. Income will
be that portion of the check
which is the monthly award.

WOMEN'S LIB

Ellensburg Women's Libera
tion will hold a meeting Monday
at 7:30 p.m. in SUB 204.
SPEAKER

Studies
Religious
The
Program is sponsoring a talk by
Prof. Vincent Shih of the
University of Washington on
Chinese Taoism: the Way and its
Power. Prof. Shih will speak . at
8:30 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 30 in
SUB 214. Everyone is invited.

UNICEF SALE

The Kittitas County UN
Association will hold a sale of
UNICEF C hristmas cards ,
calendars, posters and gift items.
The sale will take place at the
Ellensburg Post Office Monday
through Friday from 11 a.m. to
4.: 30 p.m. Nov. 13 through Dec. 1.
EDUCATION MEETINGS

Students planning to register
for Education 307, Introduction
to Education, for winter quarter
must attend an orientation
meeting in Grupe Conference
Center.
Various education options will
be explained and permits to
register for Education 307 will be
distributed at the following
times: 10 a.m. Tuesday, Nov. 28;
3 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 29; and
7:30 p.m. Thurs � ay, Nov. 30.
·

SABBATICAL LEAVE

Any faculty member wishing
to apply for a sabbatical leave
should contact Curt A. Wilberg,
Dean Hal�. Applications will be
taken until Nov. 27.
·

CENTRAL RECYCLING

The Central recycling center
will be open every Monday
through Thursday from 1 to 4
p.m. at the Campus Courts
garage-.#11. Maps are available at
the SUB information booth or the
SUB office #102. The center
accepts beer bottles, aluminum
cans and newspaperS'.
TUITION AND FEE WAIVERS .

In order that your fee cards
may be pulled, it is necessary
that you contact the Cashier's
NAC
Office in Mitchell Hall, informing
The Native American Club has them you have been granted a
scheduled a meeting for Wed Tuition and·Fee Waiver, and that
nesday at 7:30 p.m. in SUB 214. you plan to attend winter

quarter. This must be done prior
to Friday, Dec. 1.
If you do not complete this
requirement before the fee
deadline date each quarter your
registration will be cancelled.

A service of Thanksgiving
has been planned by the Center
for Campus Ministry for Tuesday
'·
at 7:30 p.m.
The service, to be held at the
center at 1 1th and Alder, will
include readings, hymns, and
light refreshments.

1973-74 FINANCIAL AID
APPLICATIONS

Financial aid applications and
Students planning to receive a Parent's and Student's Confid
winter quarter check who will be ential Statements for 1973-74 will
away from campus must leave be available after Dec. 11.
their name and address where
they want their check forwarded
Student's and Parent's Confid
by Dec. 15. Checks will be mailed ential Statements must be sent
on Jan. 2.
to Berkeley, Calif., by March 1 .
WINTER QUARTER CHECKS

Financial aid applications must
be returned to Office of Financial
B.A. Degree applications are Counseling and Financial Aid by
now being accepted in the April 1.
.. .... ..... . .·..,.··.....
B.A. DEGREE APPLICATIONS

·
··

FOR SALE :
2 Bedroom house, large kitchen & uti l i ty, garage, excel len t
throughou!. Completel y fenced . $ 1 5 ,750 .

925 - 988 1

!�,�x··

The ' ROC K'
of C EN TRA L WASH INGTO N

OPEN 6 : 30
925-9511
FRI. AND SAT.

LI B E RT Y T heat re

Shows At 7 : 00 & 9 : 00

Admission $1. 75

"BROTHER OF THE WIND"
SUN. , MON., TUE. ,

& WED. - Nov. 19-22

SUN. At 4 : 00 & 8 : 15

Mon., Wed. 7 : 00

Umted
Artists
Action Co-Hit SUN.

At 5 : 55 & 10 : 15 Mon. Wed. 8 : 55

ROD STEIGER AND JAMES COBURN
WILL BLOWINYOU APART

11 FiSTFllJ. QFJJYNAMiTi,"
STARTS THURSDAY

-:- NOVEMBER 23rd

"WHEN LEGENDS DIE"

880 On Your AM Dia l .

and "RED SUN"
OPEN 7 : 30

F I NA L REDU CTI O·N
Best Price In Town !

925-4598

1 0-speeds reduced to:

B.S.C.

Black Students of Central will
meet Wednesday at 7 p.m. in
the SUB.
LA LECHE LEAGUE

The La Leche League will hold
a meeting Nov. 30 on "Baby
Arrives; The Family and the
Breastfed Baby."
The meeting will begin at 7
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Paul
Mutch, 1900 Alder Loop #13.
If you have any questions
contact Marj Brustad. at
925-9480.
·

PLAY SCRIPTS AVAILABLE

Winter play tryouts for "You
Can't Take It With You" will be
held Nov. 28-29 at 7 p.m. in
Edison 301. Scripts are available
in Edison 204. There are six male
and 11 female parts available.

WOODY ALLEN'S

>{/:\\ "EVERYTHING
'IOU ALWAYS
WANTED TO
KNOW

Center pull brakes, 3-piece crank,
alloy frame, padded seat,
reflectors. Price includes freight and set up.·
1 07 E. 4th

SEARS

��

. .,.,.
.,-;�,;,
�?:;.
; ::::{
�:.-:::·::· ::�:;::�:::::· :::;;::�;:-;J;
�

925 •9

KC WS
WEEKDAYS 7.9 AM 4-1 2 PM
WEEKENDS 9 AM TO 3 AM

,

. .-..t,�l��==

STOCKDALE-YOUNG-WIGHT, Inc.

·

THANKSGIVING SERVICE

registrar's Office for winter
quarter graduation. The deadline
for all applications is Jan. 12,
1973.

925-3 1 0 1

Umted .Artists

TO ASK"

. . ...
"
'.j
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-CAMPUS CRIER-

Friday, Nov. 17, 1972

Ase AND
NW RE.L EASING
PRES E N T

'

/

'

;.

FLAS H· CADILLAC
•'

a·n d the

C O N T I N E N T AL K I DS
·

·

-TICKETS-

STU DENT U N I O N B U I L D I N G

••

'

I

.
·

ALSO

•••

·

BOO N E'S. FARM

s2 s o P resa l e $3°0 At . Doo r
D EC EM BER 2, N icholson Pavilion, 8 :00 p.m .

